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foreign trade by degree of processing, but statistics compiled on that basis are not 

yet available, much less historical series, so that for this study it was necessary to 

work out a special system. Generally speaking, all products that have undergone 

industrial processing are considered to be manufactures, though this definition does 

not always prove unambiguous. So far as the historical data are concerned, this 

explains the difference between the overall results shown in this study and those 

found in other publications; it might also justify any minor differences found in the 

data given for the various countries studied in this series. 

10. ïhe scope for direct survey of the export prospects for certain products widens 

as industry becomes more diversified and the market expands. Home demand has shrunk 

in Brasil in recent years, and the reaction to this has been to turn to exports as a 

way out of the difficulty. Brasil's general policy has recently featured a series of 

brisk promotion measures. The study shows that there is a close connexion between 

export possibilities and home demand, especially as regards basic equipment and 

capital goods. It is nevertheless part and parcel of the general economic development 

plan that export flows should be strengthened and increased, and the impression is 

that, even when home demand is fluctuating, measures to that end might produce good 

results. 

11. In order to take that factor into account, a double projection was made to show 

the minimum and maximum attainable in inverse ratio to the possible evolution of hc*e 

demand. Needless to say, the figures are no more than a rough guide and are based 

on the assumption that all the practical problems which arise in every industrial 

sector, and which are briefly indicated in the report, will be solved. 

12. Among the general problems facing Brasil is that of steadying the rate of 

exchange. Sporadic adjustaeata of the crutetro rate do not eliminate transitory 

disparities between domestic costs and the valae of the currency. This feet« brings 

Into programming, at both the general and the enterprise level, an element of 

uncertainty to far a« systematic exporting is concerned. 

U«   Apart from the imbalance between exchange rate fluctuation* and domestic 

costs, there are limiting faotors la the shortoomtugs of tins system of marketing 

ahroe4 and the mead» la tome oases, lo establish or tighten quality oontrols. Howeverc 

the other faotors examined - the phytioal availability and cojt of raw materials, 

lMtmUed productive capacity and technical knowledge - do not, in most #*•**« pra#eot 

A4JMHI ri niant  n\mtñti\mm  lam feaEftai 9 halikw\. wiejm iW>  mmmwmmÊmw   \w^m  www»»   r  mm^^f* 
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14. In reality these requirements represent the unknowns in the equation as it 

now stands.    Although the other parameters have been clarified to the extent that 

circumstances allow, the solution of the problem is still dependent on several factors, 

including soœe that are measurable, such as the various forms of promotional activity 

on the part of public authorities, and others that are harder to assess, such as the 

demand of the domestic market, which is bound up with the country's economic 

development. 
15. The estimate of potential increases in the value of exports of manufactures 

(table 8), which is based on information collected at the end of 1965, shows that 

total export capacity will amount to some US ¿160 million in one or two years' time 

and almost |210 million in four or five years' tine, provided that the volume of 

home demand remains limited (hypothesis A).    On the assumption that home demand is 

stabilized, the estimated figures for the two periods are ^100 million and il30 million 

respectively 
16. It should be pointed out once again that the above figures are given purely 

as a guide;   they represent, not targets for an export programme, but an assessment 

of industrial export capacity under the specific conditions referred to in the 

preceding paragraphs. 

I.     EXPORTS IN RECENT ÏEAHS 

17. Brasil, traditionally an exporter of tropical products and of certain mineral 

ana agricultural raw materials, has in recent years shown some propensity to export 

manufactures.   The development of manufacturing industry, the prospect« opened up by 

economic Integration projects In the LAFTA area, the institutional incentives to 

export, and above all tee decline la home demand - all these are factors «boss 

convergent effects ars already la «vadano« in the structure of exports (see table 1). 

18. The figures la tatole 1 show the predominance of raw material« la Brasilien 

«xports, tat siso a notable advance In «lass«« 6 (Machinery «ai vehicl««) «ai 7 

(Manufactures). 
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Clast 
No. 

1 
2 
4 
5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

1 
2 
4 
5 

7 
8 
9 

1 
2 
4 
5 

7 
8 
9 

Table 1 

BRAZIL:    EXPORTS BY MAIN CLASSES OF PRODUCTS 

Heading 

Live animals 
Processed or unprocessed raw materials 
Pood and beverages 
Chemical, pharmaceutical and similar 

products 
Machinery and vehicles, parts and 

accessories 
Manufactures  (classified by raw 

material) 
Other manufactures 
Gold, currency and special transactions 

Total 

Live animals 
Processed or unprocessed raw materials 
Food and beverages 
Chemical, pharmaceutical and similar 

products 
Machinery and vehicles, parts and 

accessories 
Manufactures (classified by raw material) 
Other manufactures 
Gold, currency and special transactions 

lotal 

Live animals 
Processed or unprocessed raw materials 
Food and beverages 
Chemical, pharmaceutical and similar 

products 
Maeainary and vehiclesj parta and 

accessories 
Manufactura« (claififUa by raw aa*«r4al) 
Other manufactures 
Geld, eiirrattey and speeial tranaaeUeat 

Total 

1960    1961    1962    1963   1964    1965 

MilIlona er dollars 

1 
299     421      387      397     435 
936      935      T92      968      919 

19 

2 

5 
1 

13 

20 

11 

3 
1 

12 

15 

12 

5 
1 
2 

17 

11 

9 
1 
3 

18 

18 

32 
2 
5 

1 
487 
98« 

15 

29 

63 
3 

11 

1.269 1.403 1,214 1^406,^430 là&ÊL 

fndftcaa 1960 « 100 

100     141 
100     100 
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85 

133 
103 
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98 

163 
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100 
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23.6 
73.7 

550 
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100 
92 

600 
100 
100 

15 

550 
180 
100 
23 

900 1,450 
640 1,260 
200     300 

m    96 m 

30 
66.6 

31.9 
65.2 

20.2 
66,9 

38 

30.4 
64.4 

1,0     1.4     1.2     1.2     1.3 

0.2 
0.4 
0.1 
1.0 

0.8 
0.2 
0.1 
0.9 

1.0 
0.4 
0.1 
0.2 

o.e 
0.6 
0.1 
0.2 

85 

126 

0.1 
30.5 
61.8 

1.0 
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19-    Table 2 demonstrates even more clearly the predominance of raw materials in 
Brazilian exports. 

Table 2 

BRAZIL:    MHIN «¿PORT ILJB 

(Thousands of dollars) 

Product 1962 1963 1964 1965 

Coffee beans 

Raw cotton 

Ores (iron and manganese) 

Cocoa and Derivatives 

Pine-wood, sawn 

Sisal 

Sugar 

Tobacco leaf 

Castor oil 

Oth or 

642,670 748,283 759,702 706,587 

112,166 114,241 108,259 95,652 

95,797 95,099 101,163 132,197 

41,610 51,368 46,456 41,394 

36,228 34,769 46,363 51,682 

24,780 36,449 37,480 24*615 

39,500 72,429 33,140 56,730 

23,601 24,120 28,293 26,226 

14,814 17,786 24,434 26,753 

183,018 212,002 244,500 433,643 

Total: 1,214,184      1,406,480      1,429,790      1,595,479 

Source:    Ministry of Finance, Economical Financial Statistic« Service. 

20.  Coffe« accounts for about 50 per cent of the total, followed by cotton and ores 

(iron and manganese) in the proportion of some 7 par cent each.     Cocoa and ita 

derivatives, pine-wood, sisal* sugar, loaf tobacco and castor oil also stand out. 

To judge fron their volume, exports of manufactures seau marginal, but their dynanio 

natu» Is clear fron the appreciable inoreases recorded in the «lassos already Mentioned 

• Machinery and vehicles and Manufacturas - especially in 1965.     In that ysar tola 

«xports of manufactures in classes 5 to 9 amounted to $110 Million, cannar«* with 
•70 million in 1964. 
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21. The statistical classification of Brazilian exports as shown in table 1, with 

a division into eight main classes or categories of products, does not in itself 

provide a means of calculating the quantity of manufactures exported.-' In practice 

the sum of classes 5 to 8 (Chemicals and chemical products; Machinery, vehicles wad 

parts J Manufactures classified by raw material; and Miscellaneous manufactures) is 

often taken as a measure of the exports of manufactures, but it should be remembered 

that a considerable variety of manufactures are scattered among the other classes. 

Thus yarns, synthetic rubber, wood pulp for paper-making, etc., are included in 

class 2, "Processed or unprocessed raw materials11; similarly, canned meat and fruit, 

beverages, etc., come in class 4, "Food and beverages". 

22. For this reason exports of manufactures have, in this study, been divided into 

six classes (numbered I to VI). The first two (I and II) include the manufactures 

which, in the official statistics, are spread about in classes 2 and 4 respectively, 

while the remainder (III to VI) coincide with the official statistical classes 5 to 8 

respectively (see table 3). 

23. The figures for total exports show an increase which becomes spectacular in 

the last two years covered, 1964 and 1965.^ The figure of ¿50 million recorded in 

I963 was almost doubled (to *93 million) in 1964 and more than trebled in 1965, whan 

nearly $160 million worth of manufactures were exported. Exports of manufactures 

represented 10 per cent of total exports in 1965. Processed raw materials accounted 

for rather mora than 15 per cent by value of all exported manufactures in 1965. 

1/   In this report and subsequent reports in this series, the term "manufactures" 
includes " seal-manufactures ", which are generally those products so defined 
in document TD/B/C.2/3 prepared on the request of the Special Committee on 
Preferences. In a avail number of cases and for reason« such as the special 
importance of « given product to the economy of particular countries, it was 
considered desirable te depart from this classification. 

2/ Preliminary report« covering the first six months of 1966 indicate that exports 
of manufactures heve aeeUned «lightly - «bout ? per cent - by comparison viVi 
the corresponding period of 1965. The main cause of till« fall was a reduction 
in export« of iron end «tool products to argentina. 
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24. Until 1963 dressed skins and leather held first place  in this class of exports, 

but in 1964 exports of wood pulp reached a high figure, and in that and the following 

year exceeded tne value of exports of dressed skins and leathjr.    The pulp exported 

is mainly chemical pulp for naper-making, manufactured from eucalyptus wood, and its 

main market is Argent Lia.    The dressed skins and leather, almost equally divided 

between cowhide leather and the skins of other animals, mainly alligator, are shipped 

mainly to the United .States and European countries. 

25. Synthetic rubber has been exported in appreciable quantities since 1963 as 

a result of the level of output reached in that year by the plant in the State of 

Pdo de Janeiro.    The product is SBR, of which Mexico was until 1964 practically the 

only buyer, taking $2.1 million worth.    In 1964 the value of synthetic rubber exports 

rose to ¿2.4 million, and buyers Included Argentina and Chile. 

26. There are good markets throughout the world for worked wood (chipboard, 

celotex and coreboard);    in 1964 the main buyer was the United States, which took 

*83S,000 worth out of total exports of *2 million;   the figure for total exports 

rose to nearly ¡«4 million in 1965. 
27. Items in the other sub-classes were exported on a much smaller scale, 

although some significant progress was rade, particularly by textile yarn exports, 

which increased from less than ,500,000 in 1964 to *3.7 million in 1965. 

28. In the food and beverages class the most important export sub-class is canned 

meat and related products.    The statistical series for this sub-class shows marked 

fluctuations i    the value of exports increased from *9.4 million in I960 to i 14.7 

million in 1961, fell to $5.4 million in 1963, and increased again to 49.2 million in 

1964 and »19.5 million in 1965.    A large proportion of these products is sold to the 

United States (i-7 million worth of canned beef and ¡33,000 worth of meat extract in 

1965), and almost all the rest goes to European countries, especially Belgium.    The 

irregularity in exports reflects fluctuations in output. 

29. Canned fruit exports reached e peak of |»2.4 million in 1963, then dropped to 

«1.8 millioa in 1964, recovering slightly to ¿2.2 million in 1965.   This figure 

covers í¿92,000 of canned fruit (si, 165,000 of roasted cashew nuts, sent mainly to 

Argentina), £57,000 of fruit flour (¿34,000 of banana flour to the United States) and 

** million of other fruit preparations  (almost entirely orange juice exported to the 

Federal Republic of Germany, the United States and - in smaller quantities - Canada). 

3D. An increase in canned vegetable exports can alsc be observed, from %172t000 

in I960 to 1959,000 in 1964 and '41.1 million in 1965.    The main product was palaetU, 

MMBMMiaiHHHMi 
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at fcl million (£631,000 to France, $145,000 to the united States, $85,000 to 

Belgium, etc.)« 
31. The food and beverages class accounted altogether for 30 per cent of all 

manufactures exported in I960;    the increase in this class of exports, though 

appreciable till 1964, did not keep pace with the general expansion cf exports, and 

its share of the total was only 15 per cent in 1965. 
32. Exports of chemicals and chemical products have been somewhat static, 

fluctuating around U5 million in recent years.    In 1965 their total value was *14.6 

million:    4-5.2 million of organic chemical products;    *3-2 million of essential oils 

and aromatic products, perfumes, soaps and other toilet articles;    |1.7 million of 

pharmaceutical and medicinal products;    and a.6 million of inorganic chemical products 

and other minor items. 
33. Exports of organic chemical producta) include menthol (¡&4«1 million in 1964, 

including $2.9 million to the united States, £373,000 to the United Kingdom, 

(150,000 to Hong Kong and smaller quantities to places all over the world) and ethyl 

alcohol (4340,000, almost all to the United States).    The value of exports of essential 

oils and aromatic products, perfumes, soaps and other toilet articles fluctuated 

around $3 million a year during the period considered.   In 1965 it rose to $3-2 million, 

including $1.1 million of peppermint oil (^50,000 to the Federal Republic of Germany, 

|229,000 to the Republic of China, £168,000 to the United Kingdom and smaller quantities 

to other parta of the world);    il million of rosewood oil (main importers, the United 

States and the United Kingdom), and |596,000 of sassafras oil (almost all to the 

United State»), plus »mailer amounts of other products. 
34. Export» of pharmaceutical and medicinal products increased steadily, from 

|644t00O worth in I960 to $1.7 million worth in 1965.   Predominant amongst them were 

r<MiHn ($231,000 expoxted to Canada, the Philippines, the United States and 

elsewhere), caffeine ($202,000 exported in 1964, mainly to Latin American countries), 

liter extract (|U7,000, including $114,000 to the United States and $27,000 to Italy) 

and certain médicinal products (vitamin B.12, antibiotics in general, pills, 

injection» «te«)* 
35. Until 1964 inorganic chemical products ware exported in relatively modest 

orantitiea, though soma larga shipments wars made at the beginning of the period 

(43.1 million in 1961), including •specially «salts and other organic and inergmeAe 

fttw^rniff^f of thorium, of uranium and of rare earth metals" ($3.2 million to the United 

fa^jjdQdfeatii 
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States).    In 1965 the volume of exports waa again considerable, exceeding (1.5 

million in value and going mainly to the United States. 
36. There was a marked increase in exporta of tanning and dyeing extracts, of 

which nearly $600,000 were exported in 1964, and $1.4 million in 1965, to all parts 

of the world (Romania, Uruguay, Nstherlands, Chile, Peru, the Federal Republic of 

Germany, Bulgaria, etc.). 
37. Lastly, exports of »Miscellaneous products of the chemical industry» increased 

sharply from 1962 to 1963, and even more sharpJy from 1963 to 1964, but diminished 

slightly in 1965.   The value of exports in this sub-class in 1965 was nearly $900,000, 

including $667,000 worth of glues of animal origin sent to the United States and 

1115,000 worth of gluten and gluten flour sent to the Netherlands. 
38. Despite the increases noted in certain sub-classes, exports of manufactures 

in the chemical class as a whole did not expand much owing to the reductions in 

exports of various other sub-classes. 
39. Exports in the »Machinery and vehicles, parts and accessories« class increased 

greatly between I960 and 1964:   from less than 42 million in I960, they rose sharply 

to 411 million in 1961, remaining at that level until 1963;    there was a further rise 

to $18.3 million in 1964 and to 128.9 million in 1965. 
40. The largest export sub-class in 1965 was »Other machinery and equipment«, 

which increased in value from $554,000 in I960 to over $7.5 million in 1965.   The 

largest item was domestic sewing machines, of which 71,500, with a total value of 

|2.8 million, were exported in 1965, mainly to Chile (32,336, worth $1.5 million), 

Peru (14,024, worth $327,000) and Uruguay (6,906, worth $297,000).   Smaller 

consignments went to Asian, African and European countries and to the United States. 

,.,. t   .. -r. * 
. ^>-4S 
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41. Other important exports were typewriters (9,237, worth $612,000, in 1964), nearly 

all of which went to Latin American countries, and $480,000 worth of office machines. 

Exports also included $158,000 worth of refrigerators and $55,000 worth of compressed- 

air toolsj almost all the latter went to countries outside the region. 

42. Another major sub-class of exports in 1965 was "Vehicles, parts and accessories", 

with a value of $7.3 million. The vcJue of these items had fluctuated widely in the 

earlier years, from about ^400,000 in I960, with a sudden jump to ¿8 million in 1961 

and to $8.7 million in 1962, down to little moro thon $5 million in 1963 and up again 

to $7.5 million in 1964. 

43. On closer examination, the fig-ores on this sub-clnss are less impressive, for 

they include each year exports of aircraft, worth %'¿.5  to ¿3.5 million, which are 

merely re-exports of previously imported machines. The 1965 figures, however, do not 

include such re-exports and can therefore be rugarddd as the most significant even 

though the 1961, 1962 and 1964 figures were greater. 

44. The most noteworthy items in this sub-class aro: (a) buses, which were exported 

in substantial numbers in 1961 and 1962, at a value of some .$4 million a year (all 

to Latin American countries), showed a decline to $35,000 in 1963, and then recovered 

to $486,000 in 1964 and to $1.6 million in 1965; (b) ships and boats, which in 1964 

included the delivery of a large vessel worth $2.4 million to Mexico and in 1965 

the delivery of two vessels, worth $3.8 million, to that country; in previous years 

there had been practically no exports under this heading; (c) parts and accessories for 

motor cars, lorries and similar vehicles,on which figures are given in table 4 below. 

Tftbje 4 

BRAZIL: EXPORTS OF PüRTS AND REPLACEMENTS FOR MOTOR CHRS, LORRIES AND 
SIMILAR VEHICLES 

(Thousands of dollars) 

'    Exported to 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 

\    îotal velue m 1.241 m m LIB. 1.204 
1       United States 64 1,119 35 194 737 645 

Latin America 40 65 220 200 416 412 
Other destina- 
tions 

i    r  

57 60 98 186 147 

Sourcet   Ministry of Finance, Economic and Financia:. Statistics Service, and 
Foreign Trade Department (CACEX) of the Bank of Braiil. 

~$l>Ém,n<¡t!*"k**''-'» -• •*&•=•••!. •.., ..i,., ..*£**&** 
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45. The series, as can be seen, is somewhat irregular, and probably dependa 

largely on exporte of vehicles. 
46. The four items mentioned (including aircraft) accounted in 1965 for more than 

90 per cent of exports in this sub-class, so that other, more sporadic exporta 

account for a relatively small margin. 
47. There was a steady increase in exports in the sub-class "Electrical machinery 

and apparatus, parts and accessories", whose value rose frcm about $200,000 in I960 

and 1961 to some $,500,000 in 1962 and 1963, Si.7 million in 1964 and $4.4 million in 

I965.   These exports are made up of many items, including (a) communications 

apparatus (il.2 million in 1965), especially diodes, triodes and other transisterized 

crystal valves (£27,000 to the Netherlands), receiving valves and tubes ($948,000, 

of which $882,000 went to Argentina and the remainder to Mexico, Colombia, Canada and 

the United States), and telephone receiving and transmitting equipment ($77,000, 

including $52,000 worth exported to the United States and the remainder to Argentina 

and Mexico);    (b) portable or domestic electrical machinery and electro-mechanical 

tools (Hl2,000, almost all to Latin American countries);    (c) electrical apparatus 

($1.3 million) such as dry batteries ($608,000), special lamps ($94,000), magnets and 

electro-magnets (1295,000) and lamp parts ($»246,000), also practically all for the 

Latin American region;    and (d) other electrical machinery and apparatus ($1.4 million), 

including sprays (^210,000), resistances (¡¿349,000) and condensers (4591,000). 

48. Exports of transport and lifting machinery and equipment also showed a marked 

increase - from $293,000 in I960 to $4.2 million in 1965.   Prominent items exported 

in 1965 were petrol pumps worth $1.1 million ($739,000 to Argentina, $256,000 to the 

Federal Republic of Germany and the remainder to other Latin American countries), 

$L million of motor graders (half to Argentina) and $796,000 of lifts ($453,000 to 

Chile, $256,000 to Uruguay). 
49. Exports in the sub-class «Power generating machinery, parta tuâ accessories" 

have aleo bean increasing, reaching a value of $982,000 in 1964}   this figure inoludee 

the shipment of two jet engines (previously imported) to Venezuela ($260,000).   Farta 

and accessories for diesel and seai-diesel engines war« alto exported is amali 

quantities, teat to countries outside Latin Amerloa.   U 1965 the valua of e*wrta 

la this sub-claat fall to a little mora than $600,000, <-nc'uding $328,000 worth of 

diesel engine pari« and accessories hot excluding re-exports of jet engioet. 

..*r» * fc. 
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50. none of the export figures In the series for the sub-class "Agricultural 

machinery and implements  (excluding tractors)'1 is of significant size.    In 1965, 

howevei, the \alue of exports rose sharply to over ^,400,000, confirming the trend 

which had started the previous year when the figure came close to ¿LOO ,000.    Exports 

of machinery and equipment for the textile industry show a similar trend:   up to 1963 

the figures were insignificant,  whereas they reached over '¡100,000 in 1964 and nearly 

¡¡¿4.50,000 in 1965.    H leading place in the export figures for the last two years is 

held by finishing machinery and looms, items whose manufacture is particularly well 

developed in Brazil. 

51. Exports in the remaining sub-class - "Machinery and equipment for other 

industries", whose title is not very explicit and which must therefore be examined in 

more detail - showed a marked increase in 1965, reaching a value of nearly $4 million; 

these exports included lathes (¿1.5 million) and cigarette-making, cigar-making and 

similar machinery (|1.2 million, including £¿60,000 to Argentina, ¡»152,000 to Mexico, 

|129,000 to Venezuela, §119,000 to the United States, i98,000 to Chile, etc.).    In 

addition, £2*9,000 of machinery for the food industry and 4162,000 of machinery for 

the paper industry (preparation and finishing of wood pulp, paper and cardboard) were 

exported. 

52. Not all these products were exported to Latin American countries.    For instance, 

of a total of 814 lathes exported in 1965, at a value of $1.5 million, 113 went to the 

Netherlands and 16 to the united States, Italy, Australia and Canada.   Shipments to 

Moxico (226), Chile (135), Argentina (HO), Peru (109) and Bolivia (45) were ¿¿tore 

significant.    Several African countries bought machinery for their food industry in 

Brazil,   while sachlnery for the paper Industry went to the United States and Latin 

¿msrioan countries.   The general pieture is not one of regular export flows but of 

Market exploration in all parts of the world. 

53. •*** coses the very heterogenous else« entitled "Manufactures classified by 

raw material«, which produced the highest value of exports in 19651   $63 million, or 

ueerly 40 per seat of all •atufaotvres espertes.   It was only in 1964 and 1965 that 

this oleas took first plaee, for is 1962 sal 1963 the eapurt v*'ues sere §5.4 sillico 

sas $3.8 million respeetively, ri«i«eoont1ng only 11 per seat ess 1? per cent of the 

total sesnfseteres exported la those years,   the 1964 sai 1965 increases ere 

attributable te ssssive esporte of setels, the value of vhleh varied between $1 and 

§3 million up to 1963, sumiliii ¿17.2 sillioo is 1964 end Tsanhotl neerir s45 sdllioa 

itfEi mm ¡¿JSWTU¿:¿a¿A«^i itsssu  :i8*as *j.kj*J«kiJa^itäi_., 



in 1965;    this sub-class represented nearly 30 per cent of all manufactures exported 

in 1965.    These exports included pig iron v/orth :¡«3.6 million  (including  i,1.4 million 

to Japan and ^l.j million to the United States);    crude ferro-nickel worth v920,000 

(nearly all to France);    bars, slabs,  rods, etc., of ordinary grade iron arid steel, in 

the rough state, vorth £15 million (including nearly ^,10 million to Argentina); 

universale and piecas of ordinary grade iron and steel worth $.$.') million  (nearly all 

to Argentina);    plates,  sheets, wire,  tubes, rails and railway track construction 

material and castings or forgings, unworkod, of iron and pteel,  worth $.9.7 nillicn 

(the vast majority to Latin American countries). 

54- Another noteworthy sub-clasr- i:~  *>h&t 01' textiles, whioii inclua^.; li'Lricv ¡ini 

related products (yarns are included in the "Processed raw materials" class and 

clothing in that of Miscellaneous manufactures).    The value of exports of thene 

products was ¿3.8 million in I960, it fell to less than „2 milliun in the two following 

years, but recovered to ¿3.6 million in 1963, and rose to necirly *7 million in I964 

and Jll million in 1965.    The last figure Includes almost ^5 million of cotton fabrics, 

of which #3.9 million went to the United States,  4388,000 to various African countries 

and |>357,000 to other countries outside the Latin American region.    Next come exports 

of sacking and jute fabrics to Argentina, worth $4.2 million;    exports of special 

products of textile materials (including ^991,000 of cordage and cables, 95 per cent 

of which went to the United States);    and lastly, exports of woven goods for use on 

the beach and in sailing (canvas, sails, etc.) worth %600,000, of which v303,000 were 

shipped to the United States and ;i22,00Q to Venezuela. 

55. The third sub-class in this class, in order of export significance in 1965, 

is that of manufactures of rubber, ebonite and similar products.    Exports of these items 

were negligible in the first two years under review but increased to a value of 

•274,000 in 1962, #428,000 in 1963 and ¿5.4 million in 1964, diminishing to ¿3.5 mill!©» 

in 1%5.    They include exports of tyres worth §3.4 million, almost all to Argentinas 

36,500 tyres for lorries, buses and vans, worth %2 million altogether, at an average 

price of »57 each, and 91,500 motor oar tyres worth #1.1 million, at an average priée 

of about £¿2. 

56. Exports of manufactures of metals and alloys earned $1.7 million, and exporte 

of manufactures of non-metallic minerals #1.1 million (glass tubes worth ¿264,000 were 

exported to Latin American countries|   poroelain or chiaawere, worth 4218,000, nearly 

all to the United Statesj   and refractory materials worth »203,000 to Argentina),   Iteti 

ami paper manufactures maic+.ained their 1964 levait.   The empört fijares for 

fej&rife^;/,| ^I^^^^Ë^aÉMt-"^^^^ 
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manufactures of 3kins and leather fora a very uneven series but exceeded ^500,000 in 

1964 owing to a delivery of v430,O00 worth of soles, heels and other footwear parts 

to the USSR;    10 exports were recorded in 1965.    Manufactures of precious and semi- 

precious stones ar3 incret3i.^ hut have not produced significant export figures;    it 

can readily be imagined, however,  that many are exported unrecorded, partly in tourist 

traffic.    Exports in this sub-class earned «¡200,000 in 1965. 

57. The last class remaining to be examined is ~hat of miscellaneous manufactures; 

this covers products not included in the classes already examined,  and represents a 

relatively modest total.    The value of exports in this class was $750,000 in I960 and, 

by uneven stages, reached more than $3 million in 1965.    Individual export items 

include musical instruments  (among these, fel62,0O0 worth of guitars exported to the 

United States), sensitized photographic paper (4229,000 worth, all to Latin American 

countries), sanitary fixtures and fittings worth s,126,000, shoes worth $133,000 

(nearly all sent to the United States), galoshes worth $170,000 (to the United 

States), calibrated syringes worth ¿176,000, and various types of cigars with a total 
value of more than *300,000. 

58. It is true that, when Brazilian exports are considered as a whole, certain 

primary conaodities stand out in proportionate value;    the figures just examined 

nevertheless reveal a wide diversity of manufactures.    The rapid expansion of exports 

recorded up to 1965 demonstrates that a very large number of products can, under 

certain conditions, find outlets on the world market, both inside and outaide the 
Latin Aoerlcan region. 

59. With regard to the destination of exports, soste information has already been 

given on Individual products;   more complete data appear in table 5 btlow. 

60. This table shows how exports of manufactures were distributed amongst the 

various regions of the  .»Id in 1%4 - the latest year for which figures are avalisais 

en* ¿«pares this distribution with that of total exports.   The united States takes 
one-third of Bratil's total ««ports but less than a quarter of ite experts of 
•aaufecture«.   The aain products exported to the United States are cbealesls, 
liwImHm Benthol, followed by aaoufaetures of base sviala, aaialy iron and steel. 

«f aeaufactures constitute 4.* per eeat of total experts te the Otite* Stete«, 
they asMunt to 6.5 per east of total exports to ell destinations,   fit 

disparity is «tea mmm marked La tè» ease at matara loropei   the proportlea of 
«f aaaufaoturee la total «porta to that refioa - 3-1 per seat - is isr belsv tip 
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BRAZIL!    EXPORTS OF MANUFACTURES AND TOTAL EXPORTS 
BÏ DESTINATION, 1964 

(Percentages of the total) 

Destination 

Product 

A. Exports of manufactured products 

ÇIâ££_2- Processed or unprocessed raw 
maillais 

1. Dressed skins and leather 

2. Synthetic rubber 

3. Wood, worked 

4. Chemical and mechanical wood pulp 

5. Precious and semi-precious stones, 
cut 

6. Wool tops 

7. Textile yarns 

8. Artificial and synthetic fibres 
and yarns 

9. Animi fats 

ami* fort uri tartrmi 
10. Bewtfes 

11. Canned tMt and related products 

12. Canned fise and related products 

13. Prooessed silk 

*%• MWWmmwWm  *((• 

13* Oaonsd frjit 

im* uara—is 

17. Pr*par*Uot>« of ooff«« 

Unii od   Western Latin     Rest of 
States   Europe   America     the       Total 

World 

22^2. 34.8 42.3 fiiZ 122 
80.6 18.2 0.6 0.6 100 

- - 100.0 - 100 

41.1 30.6 25.5 2.8 100 

- - 100.0 - 100 

44.9 28.2 4.3 22.6 100 

4.1 94.3 1.6 - 100 

75.8 16.4 7.5 0.3 100 

- - 83.0 17.0 

30.9 55^0 4.0 10.1 m 
3,4 »•7 »•7 15.2 100 

12.0 62.3 1.2 4.5 100 
- - 74-9 25.1 100 

• 106.0 . • 100 

*.f 12.3 15.1 34.1 IM 
• * 100.0 <•> m 
- • . 100.0 100 
• • 100.0 • WO 

14*6      74*1      lu« J      0«4 U| 

~ Lr   ^ "lui? ^ *- If s^^A- - -t 
A".->. 
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Table 5 (continued) 

Destination 

Product 

United    Western Latin     Rest of 
States    Europe   America     the 

•forld 
Total 

ClMP ?• Çheplçajs and chemical 
products 

21. Inorganic chemical elements and 
products 

22. Organic chemical products 

23. Pharmaceutical and medicinal 
products 

2¿. Tanning and dyeing extracts 

25. Essential oils and aromatic 
products, perfumes, soaps and other 
toilet articles 

26. Fertilizers, manufactured 

27. Plastic materials and synthetic 
resins 

28. Miscellaneous products of ths 
chemical industry 

ffltifT ft« WftffhtTiarY <¥** vehicles. 
Birtf VÚ BE9fff'T4?ff 

29. Electrical machinery and apparatus, 
parts and accessories 

30. Power generating machinery 

31. Agricultural machinery and 
implements (excluding tractors) 

32. Transport and lifting machinery 
and uquipment 

33* Machinery and equipment for the 
textile industry 

34. Machinery and equipment for otl*r 

35. Other machinery and equipment 

<^^^""     »^••ÄÄ^Pislm^^P 0   pie Iv   VHHMB 

5â*l ¿La 11.0 12.9 19£ 

12.7 21.8 20.0 45.5 100 

77.2 8.9 3.9 10.0 100 

20.7 11.7 48.9 . 18.7 100 

2.2 13.7 55.3 28.8 100 

27.2 49.4 3.8 19.6 100 

- - 100.0 - 100 

- - 98.2 1.8 100 

66.1 28.2 5.0 0.7 100 

4.0 8.1 83.7 3.4 100 

0.7 10.9 87.2 1.2 100 

1.2 15.4 67.4 16.0 100 

- - 100.0 - 100 

1.3 - n.7 - WO 

- w.t 86.1 - 100 

2.4 li.3 W.7 7.6 xoo 
©.? 4.1 »*? 1.1 Itti 

10.0 8.9 m? ••# 100 

*•#£*. 
-*r-i-&" 

<iSl 
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Destination 

Product 

United Western Latin  Rest of 
States Europe America   the   Total 

World 

Class 7. Manufactures classified by 
raw material 

37. Of skins and leather 

38. Of rubber, ebonite and similar 
products 

39. Of wood and bark 

40. Of paper and paper articles 

41. Of non-metallic minerals 

42. Cf precious and semi-precious 
minerals 

43. Of base asetals 

44. Of !Mt*l 

45. Of textiles 

Qtefii $•  Miscellaneous manufactures 

46. Sanitary and lighting fixtures 
and fittings 

47. Furniture and accessories 

48. Travel goods, handbags and similar 
articles 

49. Clothing 

50. Footwear 

51. Professional and scientific 
apparatus, instruments and other 
articles 

52. Off les and stationery supplies 

53. 8mll merchandise and articles for 
personal use 

54. Cutlery 

55. Other menufac Uiros 

12.0 

0.3 

79.6 

17.4 

13.6 

13.0 

6.8 

12.8 

18.7 

16.3 

7.6 

61.4 
2.6 

87.6 

0.3 

7.1 

a» 

18.2 

Mat 

10.9 

4.1 

9.8 

2.4 

7C.7 

7.9 

15.3 

27.1 

11.2 

6.3 

0.5 

X2.3 

0.5 

12.8 

6.5 

14.1 

Mêà 

63.7 

1C0.C 

9.7 

100.0 

80.0 

2.6 

59.9 
77.6 

52.9 

64.3 

68.9 

91.9 

13.3       25.3 

13.8       71.3 

0.4        9.7 

86.4 

99.5 

70.5 

93.5 

60.0 

Jts2 

13.4 

95.6 

0.9 

0.2 

13.1 

19.2 

C.3 

7.2 

5.8 

8.5 

12.3 

2.3 

1.0 

9.6 

7.7 

ââl 
«¿tí 

M 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

IOC 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

lßp 

Hl 
(I 
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overall figure of 6.5 per c«nt.    The exports In question consist mainly of food 

products, particularly canned meat, followed by wool top» and essential oil« and 

aromatic products, manufactures of baae metals, etc.    The total value of manufactures 

exported to Europe was nearly *19 million (20 per cent of the value of all 

manufactures), while total exports to Europe were worth »600 million (42 per cent of 

total exports). 
64. Latin America was the main buyer of braailian manufacture« in 1964.    I* 

purchased nearly $44 million worth of thest goods, which account for almost one-third 

of all export« to that destination (value ¿139 million).    The «44 million represents 

almost half the total value of industrial products exported (»93 million).    The main 

items were iron and steel products, worth more than |10 million, nearly all of which 

went to Argentina;    vehicles, parts and accessories (nearly %6 million), manufactures 

of rubber and ebonite ($5.3 million), etc. 
62. The rest of the world takes less than 10 per cent of the manufactures exported 

(some |9 million), as compared with some 15 per cent of total exports (»215 million). 

In other terms, the ratio between the two is only 4 per cent, so that the situation 

is very similar to that of exports to the United States. 
63. Export conditions depend partly on the domestic market situation and pertly 

on the country1 s export policy}    it 1« difficult to forecast variation« la the former 

factor - and more specifically in torn level of domestic demand - beeaue« they depend 

on a number of general economic consideration«.    The dependence of empori pro apee t« 

on the demand of the domestic narket is not really a rifia relationship in tb» seas* 

that only the products left over after satisfying domestic consumption can he 

marked for export.    On the contrary, if the tara« offered oa the foreign market 

more attractive than those available at horn«, nothing - mot eve« the smerifiee of 

hon» coswjumption - would stand in th» war of export».   However, mo ameh «itmatioa 

ymt arisen, and producers prefer to smaavly the home market.    la Iraail it it 

to ha export policy's function to ita)*»* mroduoare le eaport, «od ila mm—— la 

doing so will be proportionate to th» direct aod lndireet 

64.        Is view of the present situaAloa in iraail aad the relativaly 

covered by this study, the limit« of potential export« fer iadiviémal ilann «f 
product« will be determined in relation to what can ha eohiarad tsYomfh ialaaair 

utilisation of available facilities, without pre judie« la »vacila« far ta» lefa» 

aJLuH^^Éak^ mnifeftoffiaffii-'ffflii* 
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NOTE 

The UNCTiJ) secretariat, in co-operation with the  regional economic commissions, 

is carrying out a number of country studies in Latin iuaerica,  africa and nsia, to 

determine the immediate and future pr spects for increasing the  exports of manufac- 

tures and semi-manufactures  from selected developing countries. 

The object of these studies is not to  present an uxhaustive analysis  of the 

export prospects and \ robler.is  of the  countries concerned, but  rather to draw 

attuntion t>    the scope for increased exports and to the measures which might be 

taken in this respect.    In the case   £  developing countries which de not possess 

any significant expert industries, rn attempt has been made to  estimate what would 

be the  exj ort prospects if export-oriented industries were established as an integral 

part of the industrial development of these  countries. 

These studies should, therefore, be regarded as only part of the examination 

of the possibilities of building up arid expanding the extorts of manufactures and 

scrai-raanufactures from the developing countries. 

The attached study (document TD/B/C.2/35) analyses the short and medium-torni 

prospects for exports of manufactures and somi-manufactures from   Brazil.    A sunraary 

and the conclusions reached in the study are contained in paragraphs 1 to 16 below. 

We regret that IOM of the pages in the microfiche 
copy of this report may not be up to the proper 
legibility standards, even though the best possible 
copy was used for preparing the master fiche. 

,i - 
'iti***» 
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aarfcat.    TIMI raaulta will thai rapraaant » baaic mini«*» attainable without furti»r 

lavaataMNtt «KÌ without aacrificia» tha hona narkat.    Howavar, UHI baat raaul t« would 

ha aahUvad by proajotiag export»* of i prodicta whicn offar tha fraatast advatttaga« 

in eonpatition, for in UMM« eaaaa laaa ineantivaa would b« noadad. 

II.     i ¡; *1 ! * í'"[ FACTOÄ3 ÀffKflNG Ttt IXPOOT OF MAJWFACTWES 

éS. Tili« ohaptar attempts a briaf «unray of tha irions fora« of official act loa 

taken to pronot« tha «sport of aanufactur««, cjimiiU on tha «ff activan««« of that 

action aad draw« attention to cartaio point« at union «era naad* to ba doo«. 

66. Tha fiald wort for tal« study waa c arriad out in Br a all at a tina whan ««port 

prcnotioa waa raoaiviag th» oloa« attention of Oiiiafitit afane lai, aa vitaaa« to 

tha draatic nhanje« than balaf propoaad ia that connaaioo. 

67. At a liUr data, on 10 Juna 1966, Act No.5015 waa paaand, Mttlag up th« 

national Council of Foreign Trad« (COMCIl) ana re-orfaniaine; auch of tha local and 

aitai ni«tratWa «rataa govamiag «»port oparationa.    Tba function« of tha aaw CowneU 

include lajrlag dowo tha amia lina« of forai«» trad« policy, edoptinj mm•mrn le 

control foralffi tran« oparationa whan tua national tatara«* ao raojuira« » laetttnf, 

haale aa'ley dlmativna aa aanoi't finnan« aad eatahllahlAff atandarda. (illtarta ajad 

admlaiatrative procedure« connected with feretfa trade, and «apenlwììy with «aperta. 

Tha Council alao haa oartatn powara of co-ordination between tha Tari« 

of foreign tirada t    eaaVaaa policy oa tr^aeport, on parta aad lair «aura i 

a larfa «jajfear at diffaraat badia« 
ñm^JÉnñ1     % ax    n%    ea'-n^JanfjJft an    iaj«JBMMj«upaA ñññtftjft 4n«Jk fHnÊÊÊItÊBÊ     ñdfnlls     ann%    #n«flañnttXn%nYna 

»Matt (CàOM) wUi aat aa Ita aaaiaWUt aad aa UH 

^nn^er    ^einFeni^BaÄsajn^ennnf    ^een)    ^pnjnn^«BBBBBB¿    ••^ar    ^pnejajF   «Si«*^Rny«R«Rn^BvJk    «a^n^n?^«Bjp> • 

4fV aha &««. eejanàna wa «jQajaji nîna aeaetnina nrnei ^^^e^w e^^ajpa^    en^^p^e*   «a^ar^aT^asaiaan^a    «ener   ^a^avaja^Bj^aJñnw   ^ajen^n^e»    ^e^Bvaee^Bj^BBjBBeanw    njnw^n*^^« 

(«I   «_j^_ b^^^^i^ M- «•*   A**^A M n^B*^^^^ tana.    ^ an« aj    Waaajr «nWvsajaVMBl •«••TV» fjaaaaj io naa^BjanVnT Mena •*  fJJe) 

«nnnnn^ennp^e^Ba'^nnnjr^eajr   enjñT^a?   ^anwlpnnnFaBll«^anan;   ^anF    ^nvaH^ar   v^pjr    ^P^P    ^P^ap   •naPap-    ^a^HBaaT   ^anr    ^nwanr   ajjt^anM^n^annBjnv   ^a^an^ann^aanBBanF   ^B^anra^a^a^nT   ^^p 

la 
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goods imported are for the exporting concerrts own use. The seme 50 per cent can also 

be used to meet financial commitments abroad, provided that they are duly registered 

in the manner required by law. For the imports referred to in this Instruction, and 

in drawback operations, exemption from exchange cover may be granted, and special 

quotas of foreign exchange may be granted in anticipation of the export of 

manufactures. 

(ii) Instruction No.293 of 29 March 1965, also issued by the former SUMOC, 

increases from 50 to 100 per cent the proportion of foreign exchange earned by 

exports of manufactures which is available for use by enterprises fulfilling the 

conditions laid down in Inter-ministerial Instruction No. 71 of 23 February 1965, 

and grants them exemption from financial charges and compulsory deposit. 

(iii) Instruction No. 284 of 16 December 1964, issued by the former SUMOC, 

authorizes the export on consignment of the manufactured products regulated by CACEX 

notice No.156. 

(I) Total or partial exemption fro» liability to import taxes or refund of 

taoa«* already paid on operations carried out under the drawback scheme (Decree 

»0.51967 of 16 June 1964). 

(II) In drawback operations, exemption from import taxes is accompanied by 

exemption from excise, customs clearance tax, merchant maria« renewal tax - which 

payable -m the < reightage of UM foods import«! - harbour restoration tax 

I» in general, all taxas which do not represent payment for services rendered 

(èst Ho.5025.article 55). 

(ill) Abolition of all taxes, duties, quotas, fees sad contributions payable 

•pacifically on any exported foods, except the export tax (Act So.5025, articles 

54 and 56). 

(1») The poaaibility that industrial products may alto ha exempted from «sport 

tmm in spoelfic oases to be d«t«rmln«d later (Act *>.5072 of 12 áagmtt 1966, 

mrtUle |). 

(v) authorisation, up to and Inslmoinf th« financial year 1971, for enterprise« 

fron profit« liable to iaeoaa tax the amount reprasentinf export« of 

(Act Ite.5025, ertUle fV). 

(vi) stefmmi of lbs amount of Ü» slngls ta*** on fuels and lubricants ami on 

^^ fm» n**»t «# fcfc* SIMA a# ammAmsi immmsnmv ajraommts ISBAS« mala ••    mMPJsm^«*mj   s» memjmm   Bsmmim w   mwa    mmmmsi   mesi^mvmi   mmm)    «mjpsjsmmmmmmm   «mmmmpmsssF^^SB-^«/    mpei ^^^ssmmmw1 ^^^F    ^^B^^SFW^^^   w^s^swp 

1% le «mmlrmëls to promot« (not »«.SOW, «Mst» »). 



(vii) Exemption from stamp duty on exchange operations connected with the 

export of manufactures (Act No.4505 of 30 November 1964, article 28). 

(viii) Exemption from turnover tax on exported industrial products. This rule 

applies in the States of Sâo Paulo, Minas Gérais, Rio Grande do Sul, Fernambuco and 

Guanabara. 

(c) Financing 

(i) Apart from setting up CONCEX and referring to various other aspects of 

export activities, the above-mentioned Act No.5025 of 10 June 1966 also deals with the 

provision of resources to finance exports or production for export by industrial 

enterprises wishing to start selling abroad or to increase their sales abroad. 

For this purpose, the Export Finance Fund (FINEX) has been set up; its resources 

will consist of budget appropriations, loans, donations and other fund3 which will 

certainly enable it to provide considerable sums for the purposes in view. 

Regulations to give effect to the relevant provisions of the Act were issued in 

CONCEX Resolution No. 3 rf 17 September 1966. This Resolution, which supersedes 

Inductions Nos. 215, 250 and 278 of the former SUM0C, provides that CACEX may use 

the resources of FINEX to finance, for a long or medium term, exports of capital 

goods or durable consumer goods for which payment is deferred. It may advance up to 

80 per cent of the value of the invoice - which may include the cost of insurance and 

freightage - end the remaining 20 per cent must be paid by the importer before 

shipment. 

The financing provided by CACEX may, if the authorities consider it desirable, 

extend to transactions for which payment is to bs made in money of account or non- 

convertible currency. 

In the case of operation» covoring a period of »ore than one year and whore it 

considers that satisfactory guarantee* are provided, CaC£.v «ay absolve the exporter 

fro» any share in the financing and asiana responsibility for all of it, Tho 

financia« of exports for «Men payment ia duo within ISO days ronaina the 

reopoiiiibility of the Foreign Trad« Department of th» Bank of Braail. 

(li) ÎÈ» &t»rprise Capital DoBoorotisatioa ïïwâ  (röHUC!) §*•§*• !©•*§ fer 

uae tm working ospitai to enterprise» which - besides meeting otter priority 

ooûdlUoas - produce goods for export. 

(ill) Ss addition, the rules of the General Gradi t Offioe explicitly 

for Ite iilitei of «BftAfii capital rt*plr*â to produce goods tm 
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(d) Investment 

(i) A number of decrees provide incentives for investment in specific sectors 

through Executive Groups operating in the Ministry of Industry and Trade which, in 

considering applications, take into account the proportion of investment that is to 

go into production for export. 

(ii) The Investments Commission of the Ministry of Finance (Resolution No. 10) 

authorizes, as a matter of priority for economic development, the re-investment 

of excess profits in the production of manufactures for export. 

(e) Credit insurance 

Under Act No.¿678 of 16 August 1965, an Export Credit Insurance Scheme was set 

up in Brazil to cover exports of goods and services on credit against commercial, 

political and special risks. 

(f) SimplJfication of administrative formalities 

(i) Chapter III of Act No.5025, which deals with standards, formalities and 

procedures, maintains the obligation on exporters to register with CACEX and 

confirma the terms of Act No.4557 of 10 December I964. 

It is further provided that CONCEX shall be responsible for all measures 

designed tj simplify and reduce administrative requirements and formalities in 

connexion with export operations. 

The obligation on exporters to register with CACEX does not apply in cases where 

the items to be exported are samples, small consignments or goods intended for the 

consumption or use of Brazilian organizations or missions abroad, or in other 

similar cases. 

(ii) Abolition of the "visa" on the export permit (act No.4595 of 31 December 

1964, article 51 \ 

(ill) Amalgamation of the export permit with the biU of lading (Decree 

No.55,864 of 25 March 1965). 

(iv) Standardisation and simplification a"  forma for the collection of the 

taxes imposed by various authorities on exports of farm produce (Ministry of 

Agriculture Instruction -to.958 of 23 November 1964). 

(f) Qtbtf lifita&ilii 
69.   Deere« 5.53,982 of 25 June 1964 provides that, in purchases of crude    .., 

petroleusj and Its derivatives by PGTHOBRAS, preference stell be givco, witbottt 

prejudice to competitive prioes, to contracts under which tfee enterprise «sjptftftK 
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the petroleum undertakes to purchase exported Brazilian products worth at least 20 

per cent of the value of imports under the contract. 

70. The number and scope of the provisions mentioned show that considerable 

legislative efforts have been made to promote exports in recent years. The passage 

of Act No.5025, which has been discussed at some length in the foregoing paragraphs, 

marked to some extent the culmination of those efforts. 

71. Considerable progress has been made in removing obstacles to exports, for the 

previous system of regulations »s so complicated that it discouraged any attempt to 

export manufactures. The new provisions appear to cover every means of facilitating 

exports and to solve many problems. However, the previous situation was so 

complicated that, despite the new facilities and inducements offered, it cannot be 

said that exporters are now ideally treated. 

72. With the passage of the Act setting up CONCEX and generally regulating 

foreign trade activities, authority to lay down the general lines of foreign trade 

policy has been concentrated in the Council; the aim remains that of expanding 

Brazilian exports. Formerly, this authority was divided among nearly thirty Federal 

agencies, which had to apply and manipulate close to 200 enactments of various types, 

not counting State and municipal regulations; this gives a measure of the progress 

made by the concentration of authority as described above and the re-organization 

of rules and regulations under Act No.5025. 

73. As regards the financing of exports, the main limitations were, on the one 

hand, a shortage of resources for the purpose and, on the other, potential exporters' 

ignorance of the sources of finance. 

74. The first limitation - the shortage of resources - still exists, but the 

problem is being tackled resolutely and effectively, as witness the recent 

establishment of the Export Finance Fund (FINEX) under Act No. 5025. With regard to 

the second limitation, ignorance among potential exporters of manufactures with 

regard to sources of finance seems to have diminished} this is born« out by the 

increase la the m»her of transactions financed^and in the number of products for 

wfaioh finance • JtCa»«a«>ted. 

Tvioe * trauaotioiM were flneaoed ia the first »ix months ©f 1966 as 
pCTXOa ox \yuj» 
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75. Generally speaking, the legislation in force is fairly satisfactory and so 
are the facilities for investment, including those for investment in small 

industries working for export (e.g. credits from the National Bank for Economic 
Development (BNDE)). 

76. Next comes the question of determining the rate of exchange.    When the survey 

was made the rate of exchange was altered in Brasil from 1,850 to 2,200 cruseires to 

the dollar.    This measure seems to have been intended to encourage exports, since 

steps were also taken to curb the rising costs of imported inputs (abolition of 

advance deposits).    But any advantages afforded by these measures are unlikely to 

last, for they will be wiped out as production costs rise.    Without going into detail 

on this subject, which is bound up with the country's general economic policy, we 

would point out that the ability of an industry to compete in the international 

market depends essentially on the balance between the rate of exchange and internal 

costs.    That balance, together with prompt and active measures, would best ensure 

sustained and systematic efforts to introduce and establish Brasilien products on 
the international market. 

77. There is another general factor that may have an important effect:   namely, 

the vast campaign being waged in Brasil to popularise experts of manufactures.   This 

campaign is sponsored by the Foreign Trade Department of the Bank of Brasil (CACEX) 

and all publicity media are be«ng used, including slogans like "Exports are the 

answer" and "Exporting is easy", advertising in the streets, newspapers and 

periodicals, and informativ« articles describing export operations and offering 
assistance and technical advice. 

78. All these activities help to create a favourable climate for «sport 
operations, sad special efforts are being made to interest small sad medium-eieed 

enterprises whose borisene are usuel!? bounded by toe home merket.   Toe promotion 

nsstiilgn is not focussed on selected products Dot seeks to inculcate im the public 

an attitude of miad that will lead to practical action provided tuet   parallel 

mavW have been taken oa tas eeojMsmte sad operational side. 

?9.        nevertheless, there are still sisahle obstacles to be overcome before 

s,a»srnmsat action earn be completely successful,   fasse will be examined in mare 

detail in Chapter W.   *~*»t~ "* *—n*fit TITTT thr Isnlr nf in aiUpiti m—isiulsl 

infrastructure abroad)   the limited possibilities of finding tas resources to build 

eae, especially for small sad medium-sited enterprises}   aad fee "oleaed market" 
policies of foreign enterprises, vat** are applied through 

and its subsidiaries. 

:.&•?.. 
USifrk: •fr ; '* >« ?ix — 
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III. Survey of certain ¿ro-ucts and thci. export potentiü. 

30. In the last few nonths of 1965 a survey vea i ..ade in Brazil on the export prospects 

for a list f kinufaclures.  The list was nade up nainly by selecting, frou each of the 

classes or sub-classes of products into which exports are divided, those products which, 

in view of tao characteristics of the industries producing the:., the technological 

features of the products etc., were considered tc be representative of Dro?.ier sectors. 

The results of the survey of the products selected wure supplemented by appraisals - 

mainly qualitative, ano based on information obtened fron industrial organizations, 

banks, etc., and in general on whatever relevant i ..-.torial was available - of those products 

or groups of products which had not been analysed individually. 

81. On the basi« of all this material, estimates of expert prospects were iiado as will 

be som in the next chapter when table S is under discussion. 

82. As night be expected, not all the 55 sub-clasaes of articles shown in table 3 arc 

equally well represented, it is a cooaonplace that in investigations of this type, for 

which only r. short tirie is available, the degree of accessibility of infamación is 

almost bound to be auong the factors determining the selection of products.  This 

limitation, then, accounts for the disparity in degree of representation among the 

various sub-classes and, in soEe cases, in the degree of la tail in which the products are 

discussed. 

83. Lastly this chapter will show, for each of the products specified, the limits of 

export potential based on the productive capacity available and, above all, on the 

competitive capacity of prices.  For exar.ple, once the acceptability of ;•. product on the 

international tiarket has been deten¿iiiod so far as cost is concerned, the volune and 

value of exports attainable will be assessed on the assuBçtion that plants will be 

intensively utilized.  Such estimates are subject to nony reservations.  In the first 

place, cost depends on ivmy variables, (level of detiand, output, the exchanga rate etc.). 

Skiffice it to mention that during the survey (on 16 N venber 1965) the value of the 

dollar rose from 1,850 to 2,200 cruzeiros, and that for this reason alone cartain producta 

noi previously competitive in price bucane so overnight.  To avoid such complications, 

the results of the survey are basod on the nssutiption that the exchange rata is geared to 

fluctuations in domestic costs ;   this could be achieved by various means such as automati© 

adjustment of the exchango rate (which is easier once inflation has been curbed), special 

pavoents for exports to offset such adjustments, and preferences for importing countries. 

Md¡§§i 
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84. The other ;   ^  j:,n   obstacle? in the way of  fiai utilisation of export 

capacity have been neither ignored nor urrierestimated;     mention will be made in every 

caso of the proli^-.s awaitirg solution. 

1 if u:.- 3th<3T machine tools 

R5. Thtt machine-tool industry is just emerging  from a period of heavy demand 

created by the   ...stablishment of thf- motor vehicle,   spare parts and  components 

industry and the development of ether engineering activities as described in the 

Ei.LA ntudy on the ¡/abject.-'     T"..3  industry supplied  a high proportion of national 

demand   - ab.vt 60 p^r cent by a number of machines,  but a much lower percentage in 

Vnr.3 of vnight.    In other words,  it supplied most of the light-weight machines 

required, the heavier machines being imported.    The industry has thus developed a 

d^A'oe of specialization which,  used intensively,  would provide appreciable quantities 

cr presets for export, perhaps enough to offset purchases of the machinery that has 

to bi Lapo "ted. 

£6. lì we take lathes as representative machinery in thiu category, it should be 

ac.tnd U it Brasil's industries are now producing 1 - l£ shifts a day and that very 

frw ent-rprj.33s are systematically working for export; 525 lathes worth less than 

$1 million In ¿LI, were exported in 1964, 

87. Lathe production covers a wide range of weights from 1 to 63 tons;    the unit 

vaj'.vo o? the machines varies not only with their woight but also with many other 

technical and qualitative features.    Labour intensity varies in inverse proportion 

to the value of the lathe, from 50 per cent for the cheaper machines  (worth about 

V ,W0 öcc'a) to some 30 per cent for those worth $6,000, which may be taken as 

:*rp:-e sentati ve of the dearest lathes if the still more expensivo ones that are 

predvzed from tine to time ere ignored.    The variable incidence of this factor, 

together with other technical factors, makes the lighter-weight lathes (1 to 5 to» 

and 1,000 to 3,000 _m between points) the «ore competitive;   they are quoted at price« 

between $1.4. end $»2 por kg.    In this category aention should be made of the lightest 

3ath^s (1 to 2 tona),   hi eh ars priced at less than |i.7 r°e* kg. 

83. The national output of lathe« may be estimated at about 5,000 units, so that 

exports represent a tenth of the total.    If the utilisation of productive capacity 

v_a increased to 2 shifts a day and there was no change in home demand, there would 

be an exportable surplus of more than 3,000 uaits, worth *o «mien. 

_/ For ftt\ler details see The Manufacture of Industrial Macliinery caá _ _____ 
la Latin lastrica, II.   the __<;_i_e-toola industry in Brailli   ttalted Wiotts 
PahlieuUon Sales fc>. 63.II.G.4. 

__& „AAA IiffiiH aajtBi¿Mia*a—*»"» 
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89.    Although price î.s one of the decisive factors in export operations it is also 

necessary to consider quality, or rather the limitations associated with production 

characteristics, quality presents no problem within the limits of the standardized 

products, for the lathes have proved themselves against foreign competition in Brazil 

and in earlier exports. Howevtr, as regards working characteristics, the lather 

(and machine tools in general) produced in Brazil have certain limitations which 

restrict sales prospects in the developed countries' narkpts to certain categories 

of consumers (maintenance and general services, schools etc.)« Nevertheless a 

significant number of industrial lathes have recently been sold to industrialized 

countries. There is undoubtedly great scope for Brazilian lathes Jn the markets of 

the developing countries. 
Q0.    The above-mentioned limit of productive capacity does not, of course, 

necessarily represent the true prospects for exports because, quite apart from the 

problem of price and quality, most enterprises would face a problem in marketing 

their products abroad - A  tremendously difficult problem, perhaps impossible for the 

smaller firms to eolve individually. 

Products of the heavy engineering industry 

91. The Brazilian industry manufacturing capital equipment has appreciable 

experience in various production lines end forms a nucleus of establishments 

equipped with sizeable produce on plants.  Its growth (at a rate of 8 per cent a 

year between I960 and 1965) oas been the result of a largely spontaneous programme 

designed to meet home demand, sometimes carried out in financial and commercial 

partnership with very reputable international concerns. 

92. The Industry's level of aggregate output (worth #210 million in 1964), lis 

wGll-established specialisation and its high flexibility In production afford a basis 

for sn objective es tíñate of its potential for export to Latin American and other 

markets. 

93. The first step in estimating that potential is to consider those products 

that are economically competitive because of a conciliation of inputs or resources 

whose local cost presents advantages in relation to the international market. The 

investigation cannot, of course, be based rigidly on this approach, for there are 

otter factorj, tarn transitory and son* «ere lasting, which may operate in favour of 

a aer« vigorous export policy- among these is the des ir ability of a high plant 

utilisation oo-efflcient, esperi sii y in perinés of reduced teas 

s^^mÊ^^jmÊîÈi^^aiL^frgig^tfA^- ^gfgtfìasi^^-^. itnttÊ^ 
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9^. Despite tho considerable CJ,V- ol" social cor/ices in Brazil and the fact tuai» 

labour productivity is lovwr there than in the industrialized countries, one or 

Brazil1? relative advantages in the world market lies in real labour costs;    hance, 
5/ as pointed out in the ECIA document on basic equipment in Brazil^  in conneidon with 

*ho price level of Brazilian manufactures,  the nore labour-intensive products ohcvld 

be ths moro competitive.    To this facujr may te added the cost of certain ray 

materials, such na forgings, and thu production designs for  certain products. 

95. Thcso factore, together with otnar components of manufacturing cost, are 

used as points of refevencc in thn following review of certain categories of presets, 

(a)    Equir-aont for tlv» oll-n fining indvrtry 

96. Brazil has no manufacturar s specie li zing exclusively in the production of 

oil-refining plant.    Indur*rie3 with adequcte production facilities and technical 

know-how backod by foraigr r-jinoerin^ experience turn to thvs manufacture of such 

plant uh'-n it is Li dcxiiiò.  while at the  same time producing plant (complete or, 

more often, parti under  aub-contract)  fo** o*her industries. 

97. Items of cil-refining cq 1.ip:ncnt which crjn be produced competitively include 

boiler-house components such as storage tanks, pressure vessels, direct firing 

vartic^l furnaces and large-diano«er veldfod  tubes, as well as metal structures, box- 

type direct-firing horizontd rarnaco3, etc. 

>8. lor precision eneir.cr>r;nc  ^cr'-iet-   (njtrps and  .ampressors, steam tvrbir.eo, 

overherd travelling cr&na parts, lifta, etc.) and specialized products (instnsaents, 

vslve3, ejactors p.r\d specipl filters)   Ainvi are, generally speaking, no pronounced 

advantages, uid their prices may scaetiaes be higher than those quoted in the 

international Ti-.cct. 

99. For other i tens or products for the oil-refining industry, such as «lee trio 

•otors, transformare, jenerttort,, el setole wires end cables, thcr« are as a rule no 

«avantages in competition, primarily because of the high cost of imported raw 

materials (cainly copper and silicon steel), and in sos*» eases also owing to the 

seal* of production. 

y   g» îfr jjainifaçïye of yw*rm WrtAüWT «¥* f«aBff*ft ft featfr» perica, 1. 
Bfffic J^jgynt in Brasil,    ttoltjd Nations Puhllaatlaa.    Sales Mot ¿I.II.Q.g. 

a¿a#&a¿t¿'- 
•"•" •=    r-^^^n^S^c   -^graJla-ftrflp 

iá¿ 
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100. Of the groups of products mentioned, Brazilian industry could offer t'-^sa 
in the first group at prices 10-20 per cent less than those normally quoted on the 

international market;   prices for products in the second group would equal the 

international ones;    those for the remainder would be higher. 

101. With the capacity now available, Brazil could easily produce, over and 

above hone market needs, some 50,000 tons of products in the first group.    Priced at 

about $0.35 to *0. UO per kg. the exportable surplus would be worth between #17.5 
million and |20 million. 

(b)   Kleotric power generating equipment 

102. This equipment comprises hydraulic turbinas, generators, transformers of 

various types, and accessories.    Due to the high cost of the raw materials (mainly 

silicon steel and electrolytic copper) it is not, as a rule, possible to compete 

with world market prices, at any rate so far as standard or mass-produced models are 

concerni J.    In the case of certain very heavy products of high labour intensity, 

Brasilien industry may have a competitive advantage over other countries |    this 

applies, for example, to 100,000 kVA generators, for which Brasilien prices are 

about 10 par cent less than those quoted in the United States.   However, Japanese 

and European (German and Sweden)   production is erven more competitive, with prices 

some 35 per cent less than Brasil's. 

103. There is capacity available for the production of this equipment, although 
the physical limit» of such capacity are difficult to define because, here agaia, 

the enterprises concerned are able to switch over to other production.   However, 

aasualng that demand exists, the additional output attainable to meet it can be 

estimated at some $L0 million worth per yaar (total weight 5,000-40,000 teat, 
flepofrUng oa tini type of product). 
I ja I        muMmm,4l sJmmmsmsm^L   mrisWfc   tffemmmimmeVsV   •wmwe^itsMje'm^Li tfaam 

lIMi        The foHowioc ooscoommts of fttmurt-TUTi ifiin I — slant earn be manufactured at 

prices which offer competitive advantages an the international mmftoti   antnl 
and silos), fana« sieves, ararli nul travelline U«>M. ^wiM^w    ••mw •    s^mp m     ^wsiw~ wmv •    v» ^P» wramMP    ^mn vmvw^s^ssjsmsnsmmM   we>mssmmmi^p o> 

ramplex equipment suoh as rotary kilns ami reducing furnaces or othax —Kil propaga» 

I, items soon, aa pumps and eompresaore, alaotrla motora and 

r^p   ^mspnwammmmmjsjtmj^B7    anas*   nsnsnsjBmnm^BXaNma&a        few   •nmVam^nmsmpvmja    a4l    nmênap    svenni op ei   mmnT^VVJBLV' VJ(BTTPP 

afinad nataaaa $0*70 and $1 par Inj« **oardinf ta 

WEtb.¿£¿tS5EU;i*£fítt£a!jt
l*¿  • ,. 
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105. The capacity available for potential exports of these producta dependa on 

the development of hone demand;    according to the forecasts of home consumption up 

to 1970, national output will be insufficient.    Nevertheless, since there are times 

when demand stagnates and since the heavy engineering industry has SOBS flexibility, 

it would seen safe enough to estimate the average production capacity available 

for export at about 5,000 tons, worth between $3.5 million and $5 million, 

(d)   Equipaient for the iron and steel industry 
106. Applied to équipaient for the iron and steal industry, the forefoing 

considerations indicate that tanks, welded tubes sad light and heavy stroctwss 

could -face international competition.   Their priée, at around $0.50 per kg. ie 

comparable to those cjuoted in the united State«.   The productive oapacitr available 

for exports can be eetiaated at acre than 20,000 tons ($10 Million). 

107. The aost competitive items are wood storage and proceeeing equipment) 

water supply end distribution equipment y   pipos and coonexiooe; 

equipment)   digesters;    oast-iron stock pumps;   and items with similar 

characteristics. 

108. The capacity available for manufacturing such equipment is very 

used, working about one shift in 1965;    it may be estimated at som« 5,000 teas a 

year, worth approximately $5 million.    However, other special machinée of mora 

complicated design, which would présent competitive advantages of Ubour-inteeaity 

(pulp-preparation, paper-making and finishing machi ass) should also be takea iato 

acoount.   Unit prices for these items range from $2 to $2.5 par kg.   Output of these 

machines could easily be brought up to 2,000 - 3»000 team a ysar, verta betwaea 

U million and $7.5 million. 

109. With regard to potential experts of heavy erngfatmrtng products generally, 

\% will be noted that the various product« have bseo considered in taras of a 

classification by use, the object being to ascertain the prospects far areslllafi 

industry in, for exemple, the emeeutloa of projects of international seeme.    la 

.reality the limits shown for output of certain products say be r-nfflr tm«lam$v»| 
la other words, give» flexibility in tea productive operations af lie 

ooaoerned, it may he possible, vitata certain limita, to presase a flirtala 

quantity of product A or a oertain quantity af predasi B, em* as* tas fait pialla? 
of both products at the 

Jmi¿.-ÁAi-aa>-¿*Jlg'-       ¿y* A ^.f^Á« ../H.<ta, mutui 
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110. In addition to price and productiva capacity, Boat of theee product! ara 

affactad by the following factors: 
(i)    Transport»    Sinca capital equipment is usually vary larga and the 

competitive advantage lies in the bigger products (tanka, structures, tuba and pipe 

systems, etc.), transport costs are an unfavourable factor, ©specially for shipments 

overseas.    Freigilt ratee are not, perhaps so high as to canoel out the coapetitive 

advantages in the f.o.b. price, but the subject calls for careful study in view of 

its possible repercussions. 
(ii)   Financing of customer it    Countries installing basic industries often obtain 

financial aid on condition that they buy their equipment in the country supplying 
the aid.   This prooedure is a fona of discrimination inimical to export opportunities. 

(iii)   Eolations with international entarorisesi     Many Brasilien enterprises 

producing capital equipment are linked with international enterprises, but the latter 

have not made it a major principle of policy to seise the coapetitive advantages of 

Brasilien production.    The usual attitude is that the function of Brasilien factories 
is to supply the home market or, at most, adjacent countries.   This limitation arises 

out of toe special conditions of the market, and perhaps explains why plant is not 

fully used and why coats are higher than they would be if the scale of production 

was acre in balance vith productive capacity. 
111. Relations between Latin atavies* subsidiaries sad their parent enterprises 

will be eremined in smother report on that specific sut>jeot| suffice It to mention 

here that this problemi vitali/ affects the empört of oapiUl 

112.        Unti 11 an iaaastry aas a lang 

>n amia ooaaMcLoa apesta! ettoatioa vai 
ara amos mp of several ejoapeaeots, mad 

orna«, faijlng la voluas fro« eoa 

to increase production by aoae 2,000 

«pasas? at^BjSsjr    aaBaa*aiFei wsxmevav   aaera*aPBF 

it for Hat Unitari State* 

trattatasi af laÉJUnv 
âW   âtyi    ^tsWu^amae   aatá* ao aaa svasy o» 

ta a pataatlal 

to sawtew.   Bai 

, varam meaa* aaa 
yaald aa varr eeamstitlvo apvaaasar   apae*    w •"*§*     ^sasamapai vas mem • m 
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113. This type of production is subject to various requirements with regard to 

delivery, planning, financing, etc., and fnr this reason price cannot be considered 

the sole deciding factor in the industry's competitive position. 

Iron and steel producta 
114. One of the most dynamic industrial sectors in the economic development 

of Brazil is undoubtedly the iron and steel industry, which has been expanding 

rapidly in recent years.    Although substantial exports of iron and steel products 

have been recorded recently - almost $H million worth in 1964 end about $40 million 

worth in 1965 - the possibility of maintaining a steady flow of such exports must 

be examined very carefully, for it is particularly difficult to estimate the 

movement of home demand for these products. 

115. Per casita consumption of steel is considerably less la Brasil than in 

Argentina, Chile or Vene suela.    This suggests that, although the Brazilian iron 

and steel industry is carrying out a plan to expand output, much if not all of 

the increase could be absorbed by the domestic market as more of the population 

became consumers of steel.    It is consequently difficult to determine how much 

a year the Brazilian steel industry will be able to export. 

116. According to a recent study made by a foreign firm of consultants, 

considerable exportable surpluses can be expected during the next few years.   The 

size of these exportable surpluses is shown in table 6 which also shows the 

foreoasts made in the new National Iron and Steel Plan. 

«tua 
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BRAZIL:    EXPECTED CAPACITI, PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF IRON 
AND STEEL PRODUCTS FOR THE PERIOD 1967 to 1972 

(Thousands of tons) 

Products: T 

1362 
Installed capacity 
80% of installed capacity 
Consumption 
Exportable surplus 

1362 
Installed capacity 
90% of installed capacity 
Consumption 
Exportable surplus 

1&2 
Installed capacity 
90% of installed capacity 
Consumption 
Exportable surplus 

23m 
Installed capacity 
90% of installed capacity 
Consumption 
Exportable surplus 

1972 

Installed capacity 
90% of Installed capacity 
Consumption 
EmortahLe aurolus 

Rotofl PT9dw?te 
Flat 

1,820 
1,460 
1,385 

75 

1,935 
1,740 
1,508 

232 

2,130 
1,920 
1,645 

275 

2,470 
2,220 
1,795 

425 

2,600 
2,120 

400 

Non-flat 

2,000 
1,600 
1,515 

85 

2,035 
1,832 
1,664 

168 

2,300 
2,070 
1,830 

240 

2,375 
2,140 
2,005 

135 

2,810 
2,S30 
2,275 

Total 

3,820 
3,060 
2,900 

160 

3,970 
3,572 
3,172 

400 

4,430 
3,990 
3,475 

515 

4,845 
4,360 
3,800 

560 

5,700 
5,130 
4,395 

735 

Seamless 
tubes 

150 
120 
61 
59 

150 
135 
61 
74 

150 
135 

61 
74 

150 
135 
61 
74 

150 
135 
61 
74 

Saut*   *oo*-AUen art HaBilton, 1st. Inc. 
Plan. 

and WIE®0/mm National Iron and Steal 

è 
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117. The above estimates are, of course, subject to the fulfilment of certain 

conditions, of which the most important are that installed o-.pncity should increase 

to the level indicated for each year and that the plant utilization factor should 

attain 80 per cent in 1967 and 90 per cent in the subsequent years. 

113. The value of the exportable surplus would then amount to some $30 million 

or $35 million in 1967 and would exceed i>90 million by 1970-1971.   The exportable 
surpluses shown should probably be regarded as somewhat optimistic, for the growth 

of home demand has been rather conservatively estimated. 

119> It was thought advisable to confine the field study to two products whose 

export prospeots depend not on fluctuations in home demand, but on the 

characteristics of the products themselves:    thick steel plates (280 cm wide) and 

charcoal pig.   The only Latin American countries producing the former are Brasil 

and Mexico;   they are used in shipyards and in the construction of oil tanks;    and 

it would therefore seem reasonable to suppose that a considerable part cf the 

region - and especially the southern extremity - would be supplied from Brasil.   At 

present the capacity for rolling these plates is about 300,000 tons a year, but it 

is of course possible to produce smaller sheets in the same rolling mill.    The 

capacity of the mill could easily be increased tc 900,000 tons a year. 

120. In 1964, 12,471 tons worth $1,352,201 in alx, or $10$ per ton, were exported 

out of a total production of 82,000 tons.    The home market took only About 60,000 

tons owing to a fall in activity at the shipyards, whose recovery would soon dispel 

the stagnation in this branch of steel production.   Even then there would be a wide 

margin of production capacity for heavy plate. 

121. Charcoal pig is another of Brasil's specialities.    It is used in the 

manufacture of parts for the engineering industry and in steel production.    Charcoal 

pig, carefully produced to certain specifications, is a raw material sought after by 

manufacturers of special steels and also by those who make castings with unusual 

characteristics.   With its superior quality it fetches a higher price than ordinary 
pig iron made with met llurgical ooke. 

122. World production of high-grade charcoal pig is very small in relation to the 
demand because its manufacture involves special requirements such as the use of high- 
quality raw materials. 

123. Conditions in Brazil are very favourable for charcoal pig production, apart 

from charcoal, whose production has to be planned, the raw mater: ^ are abundant, of 
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high quality and found close together. Hence Brazil could offer the world market 

two types of pig-iron; high-quality pig for special purposes and ordinary pig for 

foundries. 

124..    At the end of 1958 Brazil had an installed capacity of 300,000 tons a year 

for the production of charcoal-pig in planta that did nothing else. The expansion 

of the motor vehicle industry in the ensuing years created an additional demand that 

aroused Interest in pig-iron production among many industrialists; as a result, 

more than forty new enterprises were established for the purpose in 1959 alone. Most 

of these new plants were equipped with a medium-capacity blast furnace, to produce 

some 600 tons a month. 

125. The entirely unplanned increase in production achieved by private enterprise 

augmented installed capacity to about 850,000 tons a year; this is far in excess 

of home demand, so that large stocks accumulated, compelling some plants to suspend 

and others to reduce production. 

126. Moreover, the pressure of demand for pig-iron induced the new enterprises 

to be   educing it with the most elementary basic equipment, in the hope of 

improving îf id supplementing their plant out of income from sales. The laok of 

outlets for their production has forced most of them to make do with their existing 

equipment and to do without that required for manufacturing high-grade pig of 

uniform composition. They lack laboratories at which to analyze the raw materials 

and the pig iron, batchers for charging the furnaces, precision instruments for 

measuring the volume, pressure and temperature of the air injected into the furneoes, 

etc. 

127. The enterprises established in 1959» plus those set up before and after 

that year, add up to more than sixty. The process involves a series of operations, 

such as tho mining and transport of raw materials, charcoal-burning and re- 

afforestation, and employs a large labour foroe. Sons estimates'' put the labour 

foro« required to keep the industry working at full capacity, i.e. producing 

850,000 toss of pig-iron a year, at more than 24,000. 

12S.   Existing consumption of this product in Brazil is f timet ed at 350,000 

toas a yearj io other words, there is an unused capacity of 500,000 tons a year fes» 

which there is no immediate outlet on the home market. It would therefore be desirable 

to fiad a stsble forvigli market which would give a high return In forvigli ourreocy. 

y   S— 4JateS£ii If ffffffi, 
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The price of high-quality pig-iron now stands at 460-70 e ton, and the potential 

value of exports ic betveen %<30 million and $35 million. 

Ships and boats 

129. The shipbuilding industry is well established in Brazil.    The many shipyards 

in existence - two of which are much larger than the others - are capable of an 

animal output of ,?00,OOC gr^s registered tons, working a single shift.    They are 

also able to undertake repairs on Eraüili^r» shipping and on foreign vessels calling 

at Brazilian ports. 
130. Originally, for l~.ck cï technical experience and owing to the smallness of 

the market, the enterprises supplying certain items to the shipyards (mainly diesel 

engines and thick steel plates) took little interest in this type of order and prices 

were accordingly rather high:    this factor put up the cost of the final product. 

However, the shipbuilding industry has prospered and the ancillary industries have 

gradually expanded, bringing the prices of the items they supply to a level somewhat 

closer to one at which the principal industry could meet international competition 

more confidently.   Among the obstacles still to be overcome are the problem of 

multiple taxation - which occurs also in other horizontally structured industries - 

and the persist.ent?.y high prices of steel, diesel engines and certain other coaponent« 

of lesser importance.   However,   '¿><, expansiv, wf it^'kets is gradually reducing the 

margin by which these prices exceed Internationa], prices, and the shipbuilding 

industry is benefiting from the incentives provided by the Merchant Marine Fund*' 

for the export of ships. 

130..        By 1965 two large vessels of 12,000 tone each and two «mailer vessels of 

3,000 tons each had been exported.   These transactions and the award by a Britta 
firm, to one of the l:irge Brasilien shipyards, of an order for a large floating dock 

suggest that the industry will thrive in the coming years. 

192.        On tiie basis of the existing installed capacity and the unused surplus, the 

feasible level of potential exports can be estimated at roughly §30 million a year. 

2/   Ver further details, aee 
Ministry of Plamdug and 
feueren (Iff*), pp. 4* _ 
industry 1« based oa this 

of the mtialTrlff of the ehinbuildia* ^»    ^^w^   ^^^^^^^^pr^^F^^ir    ^FW     ^^^^w   w^mMPBTvvsMVB^iiisnmnjBm 

•'-;<-•> 
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Vehicles and parts 

133. The Brazil!-m motor vehicle industry had made pre at progr JSS in recent years. 

Under the pl\n launched in 1956,  Brazil has replaced nearly all imports by domestically 

produced vehicles;  it now has a do son largo production and assembly plants and over 

2,000 small and médium-sisad factories producing parts and replacement;-,.    Motor 

vehicle production reached a peak of 191,194- vehicles in 1962-/;    for various reasons, 

however, domestic market prices arc much higher than international prices and the 

export prospects are poor. 

134.. The sole exceptions are monobloc busos and jeeps, which p.ro produced 

cheaply enough to have brought in some large export crd. TV already and to other 

prospects for expansion.    In 1964 forty buses wore oxported at an average price of 

$12,000;    in 1962, 314- were exported at an average price of $13,300.    With intensivo 

U3e of productive capacity 4,000 vehicles, worth a total of $5 million,  could be manu- 

factured for export. 

135. Jeeps, at an average export price of $1,800, could be marketed abroad, and 

there is productive capacity available.   Taking Jeeps together with other small trucks 

of similar characteristics, it is estimated that an additional 2,000 vohicles a year 

could be produced, with a value of $3.5 million. 

136. Even for such vehicles it would be optimistic to think of markets outside 

Latin America; but vehicle components, parts and accessories could be sold overseas. 

Soae international concerns use Brazilian factories to make parto which supplement the 

output of their home plants or of other subsidiaries; there will certainly bo scope 

for more arrangements of this kind once suitable terms are agreed upon.    Furthermore 

many Brazilian enterprises producing under licence to foreign firms, parts and 

accessories for which there is obviously a world market possess unused capacity« 

Lastly there are many Brasilien producers of parts and accessories, seas of whom 

belong to an association and who are also In a position to supply a foreign market, 

if one can be found, with products of satisfactory quality at prices that could be mode 

sufficienti/ competitive. 

137. The market for parts and accessories falli iato two nain categories i 

replacement   parts for old vohicles (i.e. discontinued models) and part« for current 

models. . fas producers interviewed vary in their attitude to the problem of placing 

to 174|12to in 196? -ojad coso .üflÉfti xo ljp>7^5 im JM*^* X& 

i jkm§yym, jemjpM^ppe mi*#i>iy ^smmmsmiML nmm , ~% • a 
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these products on the markets of the indus ti iali zed countries;   soste tek« no 
interest in the replacement market because it means short runs, while others consider 

it the most promising ¿wirket for the Brazilian industry.    The variety of their 

views shows clearly that there are a number of ways in which home demand could be 

supplemented by exporting a wide range of products in different lines.    What is 

plainly needed is action by the international concerns or by representative 

associations, whether in the importing countries or among Brasilien exporters, to 

set up systematic flows of trade. 
138. with co-ordinated marketing it would be possible to put the available 

technical resources to use, and it will be an easy matter to export some 410-15 

million worth a year. 

Tractors and road-making equipment 
139. The tractor-manufacturing industry of Brasil consists of some six concerns 

with a combined capacity, on single shift, estimated at 21,000 units.    Production 

in 1964 amounted to 11,500 units. 
HO. Production of wheeled tractors started in Brasil at the beginning of the 

present decade, and is still expanding.    Potential export capacity can be estimated 

at 10,000-15*000 units;    assuming that these are small tractors, they will be worth 

420-30 million.   Generally speaking, production costs make it possible to break into 

the foreign market.   The cost of manufacturing a tractor is much lower than in 

Argentina and comparable to that of manufacturing a tractor of equal horsepower 

in the United States, but it cannot compete with that in Europe (Italy and the 

united Kingdom). 

HI. There is no great capacity for manufacturing caterpillar tractors and 

other road-building and road-maintenance equipment, tod any export possibilities 

would depend on a shortage of home demand.   At the present level of production, 

however, owing to the high cost of raw meteríais, prices are out of touch with the 

international market, being 20-30 per oent higher than current rates.   To make exportr 

possible, the level of output would have to be raised considerablyj    and the market 

woiald la any case be Latin America, for shipments overseas, especially of bulky 

machinery, would have to contend «1th high freight rat««. 

U2.        If the price obstacle could be overeóme, there should be enough oapaolty 

to produce «eme $30 million worth of this sjachioery for tl* foreign market t   amoftg 

other items, 300 lifting trucks, at »8,000-10,000 each;   200 meflîwMoal «hovels at 

¿20.000-2$ .ÛÛD each:   and esmwteÉmvs ami *Mmsmdeaifln Wêêêèêêêê ef 

a total of* fclO ¡sillion. 

Í£¡Eá&Éb&&¿¿!¿*ML. 
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This directive was further amplified at the Committee's resumed first session, 

when the secretariat was requested to study the scope for the expansion ol imports of 

manufactures and semi-manufactures from the developing to the developed countries and 

the measures to be taken by the developing countries for increasing such exports.-' 

In addition, the Committee agreed that for the diversification of exports of the 

developing countries, it would be helpful to have information on the manufactures and 

semi-manufactures which could be produced by the developing countries and for which 

there is sufficient demand in world markets to warrant the establishment of export- 

oriented industries, due regard also being paid to the conditions of supply of the 
2/ 

said products.-' 

Lastly, it should be noted that this project gained the support of the second 

meeting at ministerial level of the Ad Hoc Committee on Latin American Co-ordination 

(CECLA), held at Buenos Aires in March 1966 (resolution 2/66). 

In compliance with these directives, the Manufactures Division, in co-operation 

with the regional economic commissions, is carrying out a number of country studies 

to determine the immediate and future prospects for increasing the exports of 

manufactures and semi-manufactures from selected developing countries. The object of 

these studies is not, however, to present an exhaustive analysis of the export 

prospects and problems of the countries concerned, but rather to draw attention to 

the soope for increased exports and to the measures which might be taken in this 

respect. In the case of developing countries which do not possess any significant 

export industries, an attempt has been made to estimate what would be the export 

prospects if export-oriented industries were established as an integral part of the 

industrial development of these countries. These studies should, therefore, be 

regarded as only part of the examination of the possibilities of building up sad 

expanding the exports of manufactures and semi-manufactures fro« the developing 

countries. A summary, together with the conclusions reached in the study, «re 

contained in paragraphs 1-16 below. 

y See report of the Committee on Manufactures oa its resuaed first session 
(28 february - 9 March 1966) (TD/V69 - Î0/VC2/H), p*re. 9. 
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Bearings 

143. The prospects for exporting bearings seem poor owing to the high levol of 

production costs imoosed by the uader-utiliaation of plant - a factor aggracatDd in 

recent yeers by reduced demand and the establishment of new enterprises - and by the 

cost of the raw material (special steels, so far imported).    Moreover it is baid to 

see how production sculd be   integrated  in the area of the Latin American Free 

Trade Association (I-ATTA), for thar-i are stallar production Mnei in several 
countries. 

144. Production in Brazil is limited to a few type* of bearings made to meet 

the demand of the industries manufacturing motor vehicles, .domestic electrice! 

appliances and, to a small extent, railway rolling stock.   These producta, which ave 

usually mass-produced, do not benefit from the competiti.ve advantages offered by 

low labour costs.    Furthermore the manufacturo of special products which would 

benefit from thosa advantages vou.ld entail large-scale additional investment; 

however, considering the economics of the world-wide enterprises already producing 

these articles in other parts of the world, this would not be justified. 
Cigarette-making machines 

145. The Brasi] ir» enterprise that produces cigarette-making machines and 

similar equipment is a subsidiary of an international concern which has other 

subsidiaries in various pert s of the world.    The home market is net big enovgh to 

absorb the output of the enterprise, and 80 per cent of it is exported to places all 

over the world.   The enterprise works full time, obtaining almost all its supplies 
on the hop.« market. 

146. By comparison with the value of these machines (£25,000 to 428,000 each), 

transport costs are fairly low-   it costs 3-5 per cent of their value to ship them 

across the Atlantic.   This enables the entorprise to compete with the other 

subsidiaries and even with the parent firm, since it enjoys extensive freedom to 

trade independently of other units in the seme industrial oomplsx.    foe success 

achieved vite exports proves that the Brasilia» plant is competitive provided that 

the equipment Is used intensively, end there are indications that it **•? be expanded 

with a view to luoreasxng exports. 

14?*       There ara in Brasil four enterprises with a total production oapmcity of 

700,000 nsehiiies « year}   there is s potential market for 900,000 ms/iaiae* x year, 

sad the rail market fluotuaf s with the damanti.   The highest «nort fifa** aehleved 
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during the period under review vas recorded in 1964»    45,000 machines worth $2.% 

million.    It is estimated that productive capacity would be sufficient for four 

times this volume of exports, with a total value of about $8 million. 
148. The enterprises produco various types of machines (pedal, manual, electric, 

semi-industrial and industrial), but those with the best prospects for export are 

ordinary non-electric doniastio machines, which also formed the core of exporta in 

provi cus yeers.    These fetch an average price of about $50 each, which is 

competitive enough on the interactional market and much more competitive than, the 

prices charged by other countries in Latin America where, owing to the small scale 

of manufacture, costs are twice or three times as high as in Brazil.   Hence the 

mc3t obvious outlet.; for exports would be in Latin America but for the existence 

of vary severe protection;    there is every likelihood that this will become even 

nere severe upon the establishment of new plants in countries which have hitherto 

been Brazil's best customers (e.g. Chile, which imported 50 per cent of Brasil*0 

swing machine exports in 1964). 
149. In the world market there is very keen competition from Japan and other 

Asian countries which export heavily to the United States and Europe.   The prices 

quoted by the Japanese industry are 50 per cent less than Brasil 's.   Africa and 

certain areas in Asia might fiso provide worth-while markets, but as a rule this 

vo-jld entail a concerted plan of action between parent and subsidiary enterprises 

on how to share tho market.    Quo pronounced difficulty is that all the pianta in 

operation in developing countries produce similar, if not Identical, models of 

sewing machines.   That leaves the theoretical possibility of supplying the marginal 

market (i.e. that for the cheaper model*) in the industrialised countries.   This 

too would depend on agreement with the parent firms, for such penetration would 

involve a degree of competition within enterprises. 

Office equipment 
190. This group Include* typewriters, their parts and accessories, and adding 

cad calculating machines, cut excludes electronic equipment.   These products, 

although mass-produced, arc labour-intensive.   The main plant« belong to international 

enterprises!   in view of the existing competitive advantages, and of tao even 

greaUr potential advantages which could be realised through intensive utilisation 

of nient, tacco enterprises, given euiteMe o ondi ti one, would certainly be disposed 

to launch «yetenetio export drives.   If they did cot it is ectlnated tuet the «sport 

potential would be in the region of |4 ci Ilion wttt. 
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Electronic data processing and computing equipment 

151. There is an international enterprise operating in Brazil, and the subsidiary 

was questioned about a plan of complementary operation? involving divison of labour 

and market integration.    Two types of machines are produced in Brazil and a third 

type is to be produced if certain parts are available.    Other countries produce 

complementary equipment, snd there is thus a world-wide trading network which allows 

of adequate specialization and production scales.   According to the figures for 

recent years, the enterprise exports 65-70 per cent by value of its output.    It also 

does a great deal of importing under licence and therefore in variable quantities, 
but usually more than it exports. 

152. Exports are, in fact, tied to imports, but they could be Increased, especially 

to Latin American countries, if tariff protection was less severe.    There seems little 

prospect of exporting to other continents except in a sporadic fashion.    Production 

costs at the Brazilian plant are competitive enough in the world market, but an 

important factor in the assignment of orders to subsidiar '.es by the parent firm is 

ability to deliver.    In the final analysis, the distribution of work among the 

subsidiaries depends, perhaps, more on balanced utilization of the plants than on 

actual competitive advantages.    It should not be forgotten that these producers are 

faced with a very dynamic demand and operate in what is virtually a monopoly situation. 
Tyres 

153. The problem in assessing potential exports of tyres lies, not in the 

availability of productive capacity^ or of technological knowledge but in the priée 

factor.   Since the labour component of the product is very small (on average only 

about 5 per cent), the biggest item of cost is the raw material. 

1%.        Moreover the selling prices of tyres on the hose market are fixed by the 

Government, and this is no incentive to the industry in general.   A combination seems 

possible with Argentina, through the international enterprises wnich have plants in 

both countries;   under such an arrangement, Brasil would be assigned the production 

of motor oar tyres incorporating a high proportion of plastics, which are more 

competitive in Brasil than in Argentina. 

155.        It is estimated that, with the existing plant, the productive oapaoíty 

available for export oould easily readh a value of $10-15 million - in other words, 

double or treble the 1964 export figures.   There are ao problems of quality, ftt the 

2/  Production is 1%4»   4,331,35« tyres and $,157,204 inner tube*. 
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tyres manufactured for hon» use are designed to withstand more wear and tear than 
in the United States and Europe. 

Çhflrtfll?   f* "hyrmMmntiùBl products 

156. Of the many products covered by this heading, those with the best export 

prospects are the products obtained by processing the country's own basic raw 

materials. These include ethyl alcohol, caffeine; menthol, peppermint oil, rosewood 

oil, soaps and detergents, liver extracts, tanning extracts and the like. 

157. Closer examination reveals further prospects for »ore highly processed 

products; availability of the raw material is still the vital factor, but in these 

oases it must undergo a more refined and complex industrial process. Such products 

include, among pharmaceuticals, vitamin B-12, bulk penicillin, tetracycline and 

antibiotic serums and, among organic chemicals, oxalic acid, vinyl acetate and 

heterocyclic compounds; very few inorganic products are likely to do well in the 

export trade. 

158. With regard to potential exports of products in the first group, the problem 

is one of marketing rather than of production. To encourage such flows it is necessari 

to find new customers, to give the products a stronger position in the world market 

and to promote their use, perhaps in competition with synthetic substitutes. Generali; 

speaking, the limits of productive capacity are ample and, given the demand, it should 

be an easy matter to double or treble the existing exports. This, particularly in 

the ease of certain specific products, might entail rationalising the production or 

processing of the raw material, but the assurance of a regular flow of exports would 

encourage steps in that direction. 

159. The more highly processed products are subject to other limiting factors 

besides those of the market. For pharmaceutical and medicinal products there are 

problems of price, but even here it should be possible to double exports, which 

reached a total value of $1.2 million in 1964. 

160. The greatest limitation on organic products is home demand, and there seems 

no prospect of any great expansion of exports. 

Textiles 

161. In theory, conditions in the cotton industry are ideal for the predUb+iea of 
exportable mamifactaiwi.   Ine raw material - cotton * I* « traditional product #f 
Bramili   the industrial sduinmsnt niellsTfla to SffmsÉflst lit etHMÉa1 flaÉÒ wH^fr'ÉÉ'ffÜBty 
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prices competitive. With a few exceptions, however, exports, whether of yarns or of 

fabrics, fall far short of the maximum attainable. Exports of yarns and fabrics, 

which have» never yet exceeded some 'i-3 million in value, could easily retch Î10 million 

if there were more exporters, for those now exporting lack an ample supply of idle 

capacity. 

162. There is a need both to rationalize production and to organize markets; it 

is common knowledge that international competition in cotton manufactures is very 

keen, and that a sound plan of action is needed in order to break into the market, 

all the more so since the countries most closely involved are the European countries 

and the United States. 

163. The purpose of rationalizing production is to make Brazilian manufactures 

more competitive on the world market. So far some 20 per cent of the industry can be 

considered capable of producing at prices competitive with European prices;—' but 

throughout the rest of the industry, despite the low cost of labour, the cost of  * 

production is at least 30 to 40 per cent greater, within a very wide range of 

variation. 

I64..   The structural changes which most of the industry must make in order to 

increase productivity and reduce costs are a matter of constant concern to the 

Government authorities; the problem« involved are so complex that it would be rash 

to predict their solution in the near future. 

165. As regards wool products, the high exports of combed wool (tops) in 1964 

must be considered merely sporadic and exceptional, for the plant capacity available 

in Brazil is no more than is normally needed to supply the spinning mills (indeed, 

most of the enterprises are integrated) and Brasil lacks the spécialisation and well- 

established tradition of Argentina and Uruguay. 

166. Hard-fibre manufactures must be considered separately; this applies 

particularly to juta. Climatic conditions in Brasil, especially in the iaaaon basin, 

are ideal for jute production; there are few other countries in the world votre this 

ia so. By encouraging juta cultivation, Brasil vai able to coat« importing this 

material (whether raw or processed) in 1950 and befan to export it; aa alraatfr notad 

in chapter I, the value of exports wat almost %k million ia 1964, representing some 

5,000 tesa of manufacture«. 

iß/ 
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167.   Taking Into account existing and projected plants and the expected crops, 

the quantity of jute products available for expoi t in the near future may be 

estimated at 20,000 tons, worth about £20 uillion. 

163.   A very important potential market is Argentina, which now imports between 

40,000 and 4-5,000 tons of these manufactures, mainly from the Indian sub-continent, 

169. International competition is very keen because the participants include 

large-scale producers of this fibre (India, Pakistan, the People's Republic of China 

and Thailand) and some of them also have a manufacturing industry. Some of the 

countries that Import the raw material - such as the United Kingdom, France, the 

Federal Republic of Germany, Italy and Belgium - also manufacture it. 

Vtfht W99fl 
170. The products considered include such items as compensates, coreboard, 

celotex and the like but not sawn or roughly dressed boards.    The latter are the 

backbone of the export trade, earning $¿6 million in 1964, but they are only slightly 

processed and it will be more pertinent to consider the prospects for somewhat more 

highly prooessed products. 

171. The Brazilian industry is highly specialized and has excellent and abundant 

home-produced raw material at its disposal.    In addition world demand is very high 

and, since Brazilian products are available at competitive prices, the export tratto 

with all parts of the world is well developed.    Productive capacity is intensively 

used}    some enterprises work three shifts, even nn Sundays.    Plans to expand 

production are under study and should produce a substantial increase in export 
capacity. 

172. It is estimated that, if these plans are successful, export capacity should 

be about $10-15 million.    Lowering tariff barriers in the industriali »ed country, 

especially the United Kingdom and the Gammon Market countries, would provide strong 

encouragement for increased exports to them. 

folllttt MfgfJ 
173. This product also has the obvious advantage of abundant raw material, wich 

no problem of quantity.    Severe! new plants bars been set up to prepare soluble 
coffee and one recently began exporting to the United States*   Priesa, wfaioh ara 

controlled even for export, are tied to coffa« prices (it takes 3 kg. of coffee beans 

to make 1 kg. of soluble oof fee), and with full use of the available productive 

oapacJty it would b» possible to esptsrt *5,ÛOO-3Of00O tons a year, worth ÜHB 
million. 
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174. On« of the largest enterprises producing soluble coffee has set about 

installing processing plants in the consumer countries. So far as this enterprise 

is concerned, the manufacture of the product in Brazil will depend on the provision 

of incentives for the parant firm to concentrate production at home and to export 

fron there to the world market. 

?n>foçtg prtpwff ti tvm WW* 
175. Cocoa is another product favoured by domestic availability of the raw 

material} with the existing productive capacity, now only partly used, it should 

be feasible to export a total of 8,000-10,000 tons a year at an average price r ° 
it 

$2 per kg. representing a total value of $16-20 million. In theory the most easily 

attainable markets are those of Latin America, which - except for Argentina, where 

there is domestic manufacture - normally import suoh products fron the United States. 

176. So far as prices are concerned, the European and United States markets are 

also open to competition but, since their quality requirements differ from those of 

the Latin American markets, new lines would have to be developed. 

177. A prerequisite for increased exports of these products is encouragement for 

Brasilien enterprises in their efforts to break into the international market. These 

enterprises, which are of fairly recent origin, are still in the stage of building up 

the home market. In certain oases, too, It is foreseeable that an agreement will 

have to be reached between the subsidiaries and their parent firms abroad on what 

should be produoed to supplement supplies to the European and United States markets. 

Canned —at 

178. The prospect« for increasing exports of canned meat depend on solving the 

problems of animal husbandry which haw« long been under discussion in Brasil t how to 

increase the livestock population, how to rationalise transport to the oanning 

factories and how to make efficient use af tat by-products (leather, fat, etc). 

It would be optimittic to predict fee »peedy solution of these problems or» by that 

tokos» any rapid increase la experts. 

179.   There oro good prospect« for the export of cra&f» pàm ma «te JuKw of 
other fruito, eopooielly tropical fruito, mê semel ortorprlooo hare Ito« m% ttp 
for this •pooifls sarfcooe, Tbe raw —tortiti oro itali able at domootitlvo oriooo, 
it is lìti im fwMalitlft to foroooot ttet exoorto will out Mole the to toi «ojerteé' 
IH J041 liai inijuiiajii eoa«» of & «áUtOa,, me «til till) 11 «Olii' otitt filili« later M 

'% 

1 S^^I' 
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Alcoholic beverages 

180. The Brazilian alcoholic beverage industry is developing fast; test sales of 

¿mee, brandy and champagne have already proved successful in certain markets. Since 

there is idle capacity at the plants, prospects are good, and it is estimated that 

exports of these items can quickly be increased to some $4. million worth. First among 

the most promising openings is the export of brandy to the United States. 

Musical instruments 

181. Several Brazilian enterprises produce various kinds of musical instruments 

(guitars, accordions, percussion instruments and pianos), of acknowledged quality, at 

highly competitive prices. Trial exports have already shown that the prospects are 

good, but the enterprises are usually on a small scale and will have to be given help 

in marketing. The most promising market is the United States. 

Toys 

182. Despite strong competition on the international markets, there would seem to 

be some scope for increasing exports of certain simple types of toys. If exporters 

were given suitable assistance in securing foreign markets, especially in Latin 

America, the level of such exports could be raised to about $L million. 

Gems 

183. Brazil has abundant reserves of precious and semi-precious «tones, and a 

vtill-established tradition in gem cutting and jewellery manufacture. In view of the 

relatively high unit value of these products, exports are potentially substantial and 

might attain a value of, say, $10 million a year; but the trade would have to be 

encouraged by appropriate measures. This, however, does not seem to be an easy matter, 

as the market for such products, especially precious stones, might be very sensitive to 

fluctuations in supply to meet a rather inelastic demand. 

H 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF JOINT UNCTAD/teCLA 
STUDY ON BRAZIL 

1. This study is a part of a series of investigations sarvied out jointly by 

ECLA and UNCTAD for the purpose of estimating the prospects for certain Latin American 

countries with regard to the short-term export potential of manufactured products 

without the help of additional investment in productivo capacity, and considered 

mainly from the standpoint of supply. 

2. The essential aim of this report is to throw light on certain aspects of 

Brazil's capacity to export manufactures; it does not purport to suggest a programme 

for the attainment of specific export targets. Such a programme could not be 

prepared solely from technical data of the type analyzed in this report - surplus 

capacity, availability of raw materials, costs, prices, etc. That would, in practice, 

entail making a choice among several possible courses, and such a choice can be made 

only on the basis of government decisions concerning the industrial and general 

economic development of the country. It is hcped, however, that the method employed 

and the general and particular considerations put forward regarding the problem may 

prove useful in formulating an export development programme. 

3. The estimates which are given in the last chapter of the document - and which 

were based on the analysis of a necessarily limited liât of products - should be taken 

merely as orders of magnitude of Brazil's export potential on the assumption that a 

series of conditions and requirements - such as an abundant supply of raw materials 

and an improvement in industrial working conditions and in certain institutional 

factors - will be met. 

4. The analysis deals mainly with supply conditions and thus takes into account 

the productiva capacity available and certain other factors - prices, the availability 

of raw materials, marketing procedures and so forth - which give an idea of the 

capacity of the products in question to compete on the world market. Although this 

study does not deal explicitly with certain important specific problems relating to 

demand - market studies, tariffs and other barriers of equivalent effect such as 

quantitative restrictions, and so forth - demand conditions have in some measure been 

taken into account, particularly in the analysis of products. In fact, one of the 

criteria for the inclusion of a product in the list of potentially exportable items 

was the potential competitiveness of its price on the world market, to the limited 
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extent to which this factor could be asseosed from the data available. The report 

thus gives some idea of the possible reaction of the world market to the supply of 

Brazilian manufactures, based on the price at which they would be thrown into 

competition with others. As to the scale of supply, it was not felt that placement 

would present any major problem in view of the small volume involved in proportion 

to world demand as a whole. 

5. The competitiveness of the products in question has bean analyzed in terms of 

the international market rather than of the more favourable market of the countries 

members of the Latin American Free Trade Afdociation (LAFTA); however, the estimates 

refer to total export capacity regardless of destination. 

6. At a later stage of the analysis it may be necessary tc examine the 

behaviour of the world market, but that will have to be dora in terms of the various 

national markets. Such an examination is beyond the aims of the present study 

which, as already stated, takes into account only the order of magnitude of world 

demand as compared with the supply of Brazilian manufactures. In breaking down 

that total demand into its national components, consideration would have to be given 

to the favourable and unfavourable factors affecting the various national markets. 

7. The studies of this series, are uniform in structure: a first chapter devoted 

to statistics of past performance is followed by an examination of the institutional 

factors affecting exports, while the third chapter sets out the results of a direct 

survey of certain products, carried out in late 1965, indicating export opportunities 

and the prerequisites for making use of them. The last chapter uses the results of 

the survey and other more general information (from official sources or from 

manufacturers' and exporters' associations) to produce preliminary short-term (on« 

to two years) and medium-term (four to five years) projections of the exports that 

could be achieved assuming the fulfilment of certain general and particular 

conditions, which are spelled out in each case. 

S.   Although it is desirable for purpose of comparison to keep the reports uniform 

In method and structure, this does not preclude the possibility of some differences 

In tht surveys, the analyses of past performance and the conclusions drawn. 

9.   Thar© are, in particular, divergencies due to the continuing variation fro« 

country to country in the classification of foreign trade statistics, which make it 

necessary to reclassify the data on manufactursa, with SOBS minor disadvantages. 

Th« united Nations is preparing a draft statist!©*! elÄüification of items of 

tìAji^ 
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200. The differences  in the projections  between hypotheses A and  B, which  íünount 

to some  fco million  in the  short tere and some Í7S million  in the medium terra,  may 

be taken as  Indicating the order oí' magnitud«» of Ue effect of home  demand en the 

level of potential  exports. 

201. In the first case,   in which the point cf departure  Í3 the maximum annual 

exporte in the five-year period considered.   it  was  found  that, out of 55 sub-classes 

of producta exported,   32 reached their maxlimrr  in i96/+,  while 5 peaked in 1%3,  5 more 

in 1962,  7  in 1961 and 6 in I960.     The year 1*,/,,  therefore,   seems  to predominate, 

especially in the  "machinery and vehicles'«  zl ass,  that of manufactures classified by 

raw material and that of miscellaneous manufactures.     In other classes the indication 

of the peak export year varies considerably,   to the point that in class 1> (Foods 

and beverages) 1%¿ is not mentioned, since in reality (see table 3)   its best export 

year was 1961, as  it was for chemical products. 

202. Basing projections on these peak figures means admitting the possibility 

that the conditions of the recent past may continue or recur in the years to come, 

whether as regards home demand (the commonest    cause of a rise in exports)  or as 

regards possible outlets for Brazilian products abroad. 

203. The second case    which takes as its point of departure the  average exports 

for the last three yea-s-^ can be  justified on the grounds that over a long period it 

may be assumed that home demand would, on average,   be satisfied and  the potential 

margins available for future exports would automatically allow for the satisfaction 
of home consumption. 

204. It may be objected that the amplication of the same percentage increases to 

both hypotheses is a questionable proceeding,  and that the absolute  increases might 

be the same in both cases since they depend essentially on a potential expansion of 

production estimated at the levels last reached with, the resources available.    This 

objeotion is not en irely valid, however, because production possibilities may vary 

U/   It iras thought inadvisable to work on a five--ear average (which would give 
lv, or results), as that would   disregard or minimize the structural changes 
made. -» 

MM ITI ¡iHrmimriiiirMTi 
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according to whether the export trade becomes a continuous regular flow or develops 
sporadically or haphazardly.^ 

.205. The limits indicated under the two hypotheses may reasonably be regarded as 

the maxima and minima attains le,   taking into account possible fluctuations in home 

demand and other  objective  factors  extraneous  to export policy as  such.     These 

targets naturally depend on the fulfilme,.t  of the conditions specified in table 7 for 

each sub-class of products,  and of th<   «-onerai conditions indicated in chapter II. 

The results of the projections - which,   as already pointed out,   are given purely for 

illustrative purposes - and the whole of the foregoing analysis of the conditions 

under which the export of manufactures is developing in Brazil thus serve,  inter alia 

to indicate the wide field of action open to the authorities and to exporters of 
manufactures. 

206. Lastly it will be appropriate to repeat here what was said in the earlier 

report in this series,  on Argentina:    namely that, although the conclusions arrived at 

are necessarily limited  in scope, mainly because the  study has been approached sol-ly 

from the standpoint of supply,  it is felt that the results, together with those of the 

other studies in the series, might provide a starting point and a basis for 

negotiations to prepare  the way for a steady flow of manufactures from the developing 
to the industrialized countries. 

W   ^Xl!rl\f%\VATJmlte\ «V*»'*-*» Potion would have 
and of\l% •înL       It   t      ?? the hyP0^81* of reduced home demand (A) 

actual Slíe of everts î: SS^iS S^1Í2ed ho^ —»«i  0».    Since the 
the 1966 f We !m Î! ÌHÌ£i  T  "158 million and U is very Probable that 
given accepte 'esu_U8      S    * ÌÌ^f' ^^ °f the tw° ********* would have 
Soo mîîîSn ÏÎ   TÍ!?    ;. Tbe e3t3mate ba*e<i on hypothesis A would be nearly 

ÎTA iS ~?^ ¡"Aft Ä Ä 
¿.Als: T^^rz^v' ^¡TSTä •? ^r— 
real .confie conclu•" .^ ?%? * ** *" right om< *""»" " «t. th. 
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134..   From the study of a selective sample of manufactures which are considered 

representative of general export prospects, coupled with the statistics of past 

performance examined in chapter I and the informât lot. provided on manufactures in 

general and on products not included in the sample, it is possible to attempt an 

estimate of Brazil's export potential. 

135.   It will be appropriate to repeat here that every effort was made to ensure 

that the product« analyzed were representative. This was done by selecting them on 

the basis of certain characteristics of the industries producing them and with due 

regard to their main technological features, so that the products chosen could be 

considered properly representative of broader pectore. As to the reaalninf products 

which were not analysed individually, the aim V%M to take them into account by means 

of a general, m* nly qualitativ», appraisal baaed on information provided by chamber« 

of commerce and association« of Industrialist« and exporters and on other relevant 

material. 

186.   It must be empitasi «ed that these projection« are purely illustrative. Their 

validity depend« on a great many largely unpredictable factors. The following 

estimâtes, therefore, merely indicate which product« or group of product«, according 

to the data available and assuming that the requisite incentive« are provided, oould 

be «old In greater quantitiee on the International market} am attempt will also he 

made to indicate the limit« attainable in the short or medium tsrm. 

197.   In addition, the factor« which directly affect exports, either by encouraging 

or by Impeding thorn, will be identified by group« of produoU la order to facilitate 

whatever action the competent authorities may wi«h to take la the matter; no 

attempt is made tt ma exhaustive list. 

I«.   fas various measure« needed in eeoh oase determine the length of time «hat 

must be «liniert far the applied stimuli to fUM prastioal result«. For lastaaoe, 

lam amia mei emit si le is rsî Insel I seil emltivmtloa. tarn tiam ranal rad -*** - • ••• — •       «T      ^» w^p^^»^*'»- u w     ^p^    «w«^»^^*««w    we ^ejr»^m«pe*^pej»«jt     ^mmpmr     vsemmmmp   e> w^ajvmHsaai'VF^m   ememaasmi 

^^^   *^"**   '^^^^^^iB^^        wm^^^wei   evepsw    ^mmsez*    ep^stsj^as^BMaesmmp   eveaam^Bf    e»«Si   elrt^mmmmmm>sj     tsamaiBi 

ut.        The order» of smcfiltude suited to polisy amasaras at official «ad 
prias larval npiasiit tas theoretical liaita of tas projection«»   to those most as 

*f*» anpivdictabli. i 
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190. The quantitative estimate of the projections is preceded by table 7, vhioh 

is designed to show what export trends are possible and what problems will be faced 

in promoting them. 

191. Owing to the limitations imposed by the classification of products and by 

the symbols used, the conclusions have had to be drawn in very general terms, 

especially in classes 5-8, where each sub-class covers a very large number of products, 

sometimes with contrasting characteristics.    To take an example, the prices of the 

raw materials used in the production of machinery and vehicles include some competitive 

prices (for cast iron, weldings and roughly machined items) and «one high prices 

(for forgings, steel and finely machined items). 

192. Such cases are illustrated in chapter III of this report, where the analysis 

defines, for certain products, the basic factors determining advantages or dis- 

advantages on the international market. 

193. The data in table 7 should be regarded as applicable to the average products 

in the sub-classes mentioned, with the implication that each sub-class may include 

products with different characteristics     The same consideration should be borne in 

mind with regard to the other factors affecting production. 

194.. Export prospects and the appropriate incentives are undoubtedly simpler for 

primary products, but this consideration should not be allowed to restrict exploration 

of the theoretical possibilities of wider diversification of exports. 

-•*       '      '-•   "  -' ' -^^^^^ 
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195. To the estimates  pi ven in the  last two columns of table 7 some estimated 

oo-fiffieients can be applied showin,, the possible  short-term (1-2 years)  and medium- 

term   (4-^ years)   increases  in exports,   as follows: 

Percentage increases in experts 

Insignificant 

Slight and slow 

High but slow 

Slight but quick 

High and quick 

Short term Medium term 

10 20 

50 100 

40 50 

100 200 

1%. Once the basic hypotheses have been made,   it remains to decide to what 

figures the  increases should be applied.    A first solution is to take as the 

starting point the peak export figures  for each category of products, which represent 

the limits already reached and which can be used to project the future development 

of exports under the most favourable conditions.     This procedure, however, has the 

disadvantage that the peak exports may have been achieved under exceptional and 

transitory conditions (e.g.  a decline in home demand or sporadic foreign demand). 

197. Another solution is to take as the point of departure average exports over 

a few years,  so as to eliminate exceptional factors that may have affected the 

prevailing trends.    This method also has its limitations in the case of a developing 

country, for it weakens the effects of any structural changes that have taken place 
there. 

198. F-om this standpoint it was not thought advisable to take the 1965 export 

figures into account under either of the two hypotheses. The main reason for this 

was that, when the investigation of a sample of products - unquestionably the main 

basis for the estimates of Brazil's aggregate export potential - was carried out, 

the available facts and figures went only up to 1964.    Hence the assessment of export 

prospects is closely bound up with the situation prevailing up to the date of the 

investigation.    The significance of this factor is all the greater if we bear in 

mind that all the conditions affecting industrial development are rapidly changing. 

199. The results are given in table 8. 
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